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Letter

FROM THE EXECUTIVE

DIRECTOR

WADING IN THE WATER IN FLORIDA, as this issue does, is more
complicated than I thought. Water usually makes me think of driving over
bridges, watching colorful sunsets at the beach, or sprinkling my garden. But
water in Florida means much more than that, as this issue of FORUM points
out. It is one of our state’s most distinguishing characteristics, the essence of

Water has, indeed,
defined most of our
state’s history and
culture and

fascinating essay, "Florida is Arkansas with palm trees." Water has, indeed,

influenced the
intricate interplay

defined most of our state’s history and Culture and influenced the intricate

between our

interplay between our natural and human-made environments. It will also

natural and

shape our future.

human-made
environments. It

our unique identity. "Without the beach," historian Gary Mormino quips in his

The articles in this issue reveal the yin and yang of water in Florida: the noir
and the bright, the reality and the myth, the nuisance and the necessity. It
seems that we are at once in love and at war with water As we drain and
dredge land, waterfront property sells for astronomical prices; and millions of
tax dollars finance beach restoration. Long-term drought and water restric
tions, meanwhile, remind us that Florida’s defining natural resource is endan
gered. The Everglades is symptomatic and symbolic. Jack Davis concludes,
with some worry, "Water in the Everglades has flowed along a circuitous
course and continues on toward an uncertain destination." If the Everglades is
"a mirror for ourselves and our world," as Maurice O’Sullivan tells us, we
need to ask ourselves how to ensure that our reflections are healthy and
wholesome, that our world will be safe for future generations.
So wade in the water with us. I hope you find it as thought-provoking as I
do. Like all good humanities projects, this issue of FORUM should pique our
curiosity, stimulate our thinking, and awaken a sense of wonder

will also shape
our future.

Florida Council
Comings and
Goings...

HUM AN IT! ES
2002-2003 Speakers Bureau
The first on-line FHC Speakers Bureau is

debuting a fresh

new lineup of speakers for

its 2002-2003 season. Offering stimulating
programs on a wide array of humanities top
ics, the Speakers Bureau will continue to
make special efforts to reach rural and
underserved audiences.
New programs include: "A Journey on the
St. John’s River," "Footprints in the Swamp:
Crime, Mystery and Detective Fiction in
Florida," and "Haitian Folklore." Many of last
year’s favorites, including "The
Highwaymen" and several Chautauqua pro
grams first-person portrayals of historic fig
ures, will be available as well.
To find out how you can book a speaker
for a public program, visit our website at
www.fiahum.org/radio. If you are unable to
download the application form or are unable
to apply for a speaker on-line, please call our
office 727-553-3801 and we will be happy
to download it for you and fax it to you.
FHC Receives Award from
florida Libraries

The 2002 Florida Library Association’s
Library Service Enhancement Award was
awarded recently to FHC’s Speakers Bureau.
The award commended FHC for "providing
consistently high quality speakers, exhibits,
and reading and discussion programs to
Florida libraries." Since 1989, FHC has spon
sored 592 humanities presentations and pro
vided a traveling exhibit series on such topics
as "Florida Folk Life," "Florida Women," and
"Florida’s Journey into Space" to libraries
around the state.
Chautauqua Tour Celebrates
FHC’s 30th Anniversary
As part of our 30th anniversary celebra
tion, five Florida communities will have the
opportunity to host three days of
Chautauqua programs in late 2003. These

Humanities on the Radio
Lively, informative programs about Florida’s history and culture can be heard
on radio stations across the state. The programs, produced by FHC, are aired by
the stations below and on our website at www.flahum.org.
WDNA

WFSU/WFSW
WGCU
WJCT
WKGC
WKLN
WMFE
WMNF
WQCS
WUFT
WUWF
WWUS

88.9 FM
88.9 FM
91.7 FM
89.9 FM
90.7 FM
1170 AM
90.7 FM
88.5 FM
88.9 FM
89 FM
88.1 FM
104.1 FM

MIAMI
TALLAHASSEE, PANAMA
CITY, MARIANNA
FORT MYERS
JACKSONVILLE
PANAMA CITY
SAINT AUGUSTINE
ORLANDO
TAMPA/ST. PETERSBURG
FORT PIERCE
GAINESVILLE
PENSACOLA
KEY WEST

programs, named after the Chautauqua cir
we as a nation and how should we define
cuits of the late 19th and early 20th cen
our role in a changing world?" It is not a lec
turies, were an early form of continuing edu ture series, nor is it a book club. Instead, it is
cation. Today the word has come to describe a deliberative exercise that calls on each par
first-person portrayals of historical figures by
ticipant to play an active role in the explo
actor/scholars.
ration of public policy issues of concern to us
For several years Chautauqua programs
all. The FHC is forming partnerships to
coordinate the discussion series with the fol
have been a popular feature of our Speakers
Bureau. Many Floridians have seen
lowing organizations:
the portrayals of James Weldon
Key West Public Library
Johnson, Claude Pepper, Marjorie
Monroe
Kinnan Rawlings, and Zora Neale
Spirit of Life UU
Hurston. Our new Chautauqua pro
Hillsborough
**LTWJ
grams will feature a full cast of
South County Regional
"Great Floridians" presenting solo
Library Lee
and ensemble programs.
Community Education at South Florida
To learn more about hosting a three-day
Community College Highlands
Chautauqua program in your community,
Flagler Public Library Nolusia
please check our website at www.flahum.org
Venice Public Library Sarasota
or call 727-553-3802 for more information.
LeRoy Collins Public Library Leon
1AAUW/Niceville-Valparaiso Branch
Community Dialogue Initiative
Okaloosa Community College
Coral Gables Congregational Church
"Choices for the 21st Century" is a
Dade County
program designed by the Watson
Orange County Public Library
Institute for International Studies at
Brown University to engage the
For more information on dates and times
American public in consideration of
in each area, please check the FHC website
our nation’s future in our rapidly
www.flahum.com, or call Ann Simas
changing world. It is a four-part,
Schoenacher, Program Coordinator, at 727scholar-led reading and discussion
553-3809 or email her at
series on the broad theme, "Who are
aschoenacher@flahum.org.
Lourdes Martinez center, vice president for community relations for Bank of America, central Florida,
presents a $10,000 check to FHC executive director Fran Cary left and Florida Center for Teachen
director Susan Lockwood. This generous donation from Bank of America made it possible for 10 teach.
era from the greater Orlando area to attend Florida Center for Teachers seminars this summer
SUMMER
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THE PEACE RIVER AT FORT MEADE
me confess something. I did not SO much dis
cover the Peace River at Fort Meade as it discov
ered me. Many of my earliest memories shimmer
with reflections of its waters or else find their
roots in the lands that restrain its passage. The
iver has helped to define me as child and as
adult, and I owe it more than a little credit for propelling me
on the way to becoming a historian. After all, the Peace
River’s two-mile run alongside the eastern border of my
hometown remains one of Florida’s most historic places.
For those unfamiliar with it, note that the Peace River
rises in northern Polk County, fed by the magnificent Green
Swamp. You cross the area traveling on 1-4 between Orlando
and Tampa. Enhanced by branches, creeks, and lakes large
and small, the flow meanders on a southerly path after it
arrives near Polk’s seat of Bartow. Having coursed Hardee,
DeSoto, and Charlotte counties, it debouches into Charlotte
Harbor at Punta Gorda. A mere trickle of water at first, the
river boasts a width of one mile at its mouth.
No one knows exactly how the river received its nameonly that the earliest maps to mark its presence simply denot
ed the name in Latin and Spanish: the River of Peace. What
an irony that a major military outpost came to grace the
banks of a river with that name. Fort Meade came courtesy of
the U.S. Army. Lieutenant George 0. Meade yes, he later
won the Battle of Gettysburg singled out the southern Polk
County site in late 1849. An engineer, Meade assessed the
locale as the best point for heavy military wagons to cross the
riverbed and also as the ideal location for a fort to anchor a
road and chain of posts designed to stretch from Tampa on
the Gulf of Mexico to Fort Pierce on the Atlantic. Meade’s
creation evolved during the Third Seminole War of
1855-1858 into interior South Florida’s first town, one noted
for its lovely scenery, fertile lands, cool breezes, and healthy
climate.
For several post-Civil War generations, Fort Meade exist
ed as a relatively well-to-do enclave in a poor region and
state, a sort of frontier oasis. Burned by Union forces in 1864,
it rose from destruction to claim precedence in the lS7Os as
the Florida cattle kingdom’s unofficial capital. Its Wire Street
businessmen dominated retail merchandising in every direc
tion. Within a few years English gentry, drawn by semitropi
cal splendor and myriad opportunities for sport and recre
ation, began to claim sites for winter homes. Soon, tennis
courts, gas-lit streets, fox hunts, and cricket leagues confront
ed Cracker cowmen. The 1890s phosphate boom merely sent
local expectations soaring higher.
I grew up in Fort Meade 60 years later, only vaguely
aware of its past. Dotted across the landscape were homes of
early settlers and "cottages" of some of the English. Log cab
ins maintained their century-long vigils nearby, and range
cattle still roamed prairies east and west of town. Following
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heavy rains, arrowheads seemed to spring from the river’s
banks. Antique bottles and broken pottery similarly leapt into
view at building sites. Most hauntingly, Evergreen Cemetery
echoed with calls of generations past. Located a stone’s throw
from the Peace River Bridge, its tombstones served almost as
a catalog of South Florida’s pioneer families, including my
own. For my money, that place remains the most beautiful
and meaningful of the "old Florida" cemeteries. It continues
to be very special to me.
Like most kids in the l95Os and early 1960s, though, I
spent my energy having a good time. Then, as now, Peace
River canoeing offered breathtaking glimpses of primeval
beauty and occasional adventure. But there was more. Frog
gigging in the river swamp led to explorations of the ruins of
Fort Meade Springs, a once-beautiful and free-flowing pool
that lay in dense hammock lands at the eastern side of the
US 98 bridge. Camping, of course, commanded the attention
of young boys, and we often pursued that pleasure at Ben Hill
Griffin’s enormous Peace River Ranch. There we would
plunge ourselves into the stream’s darkly stained waters.
Snakes abounded in the river. I could not explain to you even
if I wanted to how we were able to ignore that fact to go
swimming.
My focus shifted mightily after! turned 15. 1 lucked into
a wonderful part-time jch at the Fort Meade Leader. During
down times, I would explore the paper’s back issues dating to
1908. Pioneer reminiscences found there captivated me,
eventually triggering some sense that I should delve deeply
into my past and that of the place where I lived. But the
demands of making a living led me into other pursuits, and it
wasn’t until 1985 that was I able to answer the call that then
had sounded inside me for 20 years or more.
Truly, for me, the effort was worth it. I believed that rich

history awaited me, hum I had no real
concept of what I would find. I felt,
though, that I was about something spe
cial because the object of my interest
was my home in the most personal of
senses. Naturally, the discoveries came
on several levels. As to family, what a
joy to discover that my great-greatgrandfather Sherod Roberts, a Wire
Street merchant, cattleman, and politi
cian, had given Evergreen Cemetery to
the town. It came almost as anticlimac
tic to learn that another ancestor, John
Richard Brown, had patrolled the river
bank as a volunteer soldier just days
before George Meade arrived to pro
claim his own felicitous discoveries.
The magical qualities of the history
that awaited discovery centered exactly
on that ancient ground along Peace
The Peace
River where John Richard Brown and
River Bridge
George Meade had stood In 1849 and
at Fort
where 1 had laughed and adventured as a
Meade, 1888.
child. George Meade had been right all
along. The best place to cross the river lay where US 98 con
tinues to span the stream today. This has meant that control
of access into the beckoning hunting grounds of South
Florida came with domination of that river frontage. The
recent discovery of a riverbed quarry only yards downstream
from the bridge suggests that the importance of the place has
been recognized for 5,000 or 6,000 years.
We now know, for instance, that by the late I700s
Seminole Indians and their black or maroon allies had
taken charge of the river crossing by constructing along the
banks a village that they called Talakchopko. The
Seminoles thereby could regulate and profit from traffic at a
time when Indians from all over the present southeastern
United States typically ventured into South Florida during
the winter months to hunt. If you were wondering how
Florida’s winter tourism industry began, look no further.
So significant was the site that when Andrew Jackson’s
nemesis, the Creek Chief Peter McQueen and his follow
ers, fled into the peninsula following the First Seminole
War of 1818, they headed quickly fur Talakchopko. From
the secure and strategic spot, the refugees launched diplo
matic missions to Cuba, the Bahamas, and Jamaica. They
also offered refuge to McQueen’s nephew Billy Powell. As
he grew to manhood there in the 182Os and early 1830s,
the young man took on the name Osceola. Three miles to
the southeast, the cattle herds of the Seminole leader
Buckra Woman were centered at a village on a small tribu
tary of Peace River. As Osceola matured at Talakchopko,

the Buckra Woman’s son Billy Bowlegs did the same on
Bowlegs Creek.
As would occur repeatedly over generations and cen
turies, the Peace River lands offered homes to individuals
such as Osceola and Billy Bowlegs, who were willing to die
to preserve the chance to live there. Again by way if
example, the 183Os found Andrew Jackson in the presiden
cy and determined to force the Creeks and Seminoles from
Florida. The "Peas Creek" Indians even more determined
to resist. From Talakchopko they and their black allies
planned what became one of the nation’s longest and most
expensive Indian Wars, the Second Seminole War of
1835-1842. The conflict likely constituted, as well, the
largest slave rebellion in United States history. The price
came due in April 1836 when South Carolina volunteers
burned Talakchopko and the Buckra Woman’s village to
cinders. George Meade visited the wins in 1849, pausing to
understand their significance before he made the fateful
decision that resuscitated his waning military career and set
him on the path to Civil War glory. Fort Meade High
School stands on the spot today.
Thanks to Meade, the U.S. government transformed
Talakchopko’s ruins into a U.S. military outpost. Within its
command, Ambrose Powell Hill, Thomas J. "Stonewall"
Jackson, and perhaps a dozen other officers trained in a
manner that helped prepare them for service along with or
opposed to Meade as general officers during the Civil War
to come. Also due to events occurring at Fort Meade,
Jackson witnessed his last days of active service in the U.S.
Army. He left there for a teaching position in the midst of
a cotirt martial scandal.
Tales about this ancient place abound and reverberate.
I cannot drive through nearby streets, visit the high school,
pause at Evergreen Cemetery, cross the Peace River bridge,
or skip stones in the river at our local park without feeling
the presence of great men and women of past years. It does
not matter whether they were primitive stone workers, win
ter htmnters, Seminole or Creek war leaders, black farmers
or freedom fighters, Civil War generals, rugged frontier
women, rowdy cracker cowmen, or English dandies.
Simply sharing a space that is awash with such a sense
of richness and depth grounds and sustains me, as I feel it
does many of those who call Fort Meade home today,
whether they be black or white, male ot female, Anglo or
Hispanic. Going home reassures me of the context in
which my life is lived and of howl have come to under
stand its meaning. I am gratefuL
CANTER BROWN, JR. is the author of Florida’s Peace River
Frontier; Fort Meade, 1849-1900; and In the Midst of All
That Makes Life Worth Living: Polk County Florida, to
1940.
SUMMER 2002
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Here, near the 120-foot-deep bottom of this lime
more.
stone chasm, I am as aware as I have ever been of the
It is inescapable. The water that pushes and
pervasive power and magic of watet All but invisible,
shoves me around in the throat of Blue once fell on
it arises from a slot in the rock, flailing me like a rag
uplands as rain millennia ago, fell on and around the
doll with its energy.
earliest native Americans who lived here. They drank
If underground water is the veins and capillaries
it, bathed in it, were nurtured by it.
that sustain our Florida physiography, then I am
How did they regard it? Of the Timucua-here
squarely inside a natural incision, a place where the
along the St. Johns for at least 4,000 years before the
liquid transports itself to the surface, where science
Europeans arrived-we know at least shards of their
meets myth and culture head on. Naturalist William
language. Of their words, there were five different
Bartram sat on the banks of Blue once, and later
ones for trust, six for virtue. But there was only one
wrote in wonder of the "diaphanous fountain" that
root word for water.
surged just below. He wrote likewise about Salt and
Dew, rainfall, pond, river, lake, lagoon: It is all ibi.
Manatee Springs. In all of his travels, nothing seemed
Perhaps it differed in context or pronunciation or
modification. Nonetheless, it is ibi going in, and ibi
to touch him as fully. His descriptions inspired the
romantic poet Coleridge to write of Kubla Khan,
coming back out. Ibi, a liquid god that rendered this
"where AIph the sacred river ran, through caverns
once-arid sandbar and savanna luxuriant, that made it
measureless to man." I would give all I
a jungle, warm, wet, and wildly prohave if Bartram could be next to me
ductive.
Water was
today, could feel the full sway of this
The TImucua had a reverence for
enchantment,
natural "ehullition" down here
this water, as they did for all of nature.
inside of Alph.
Their deities were woven into it, and not
certainly. But it
Looking closely in the soft rock
separate from it, not safely contained to a
one-hour sermon one day a week. Wi
around me, I see subliminal clues to
was also deeply
the prehistoric sea that accrued to
held fish and snails, fed wildlife,
form first the platform and then the
watered crops, floated dugouts, gave
feared
and
honored,
life. In storms and in drowning, it
crust of Florida. The clues are fossilized
shells, still ribbed like a cockle or cupped
also took life away.
held close to the
So it was too for the
round like a clam. They are welded
together by the dust of Eocene coral,
Muskogean-speakers who migrated
heart in both
here when the TImucua were van
whale skull, oceanic sand, an assemblage
mystery and awe.
of calcium turned white as bone.
quished. The brave warrior
Cooacoochee hid out with a band of
Even the manatees are a reminder
It
was
sacred.
of this oceanic genesis. I have encoun
200 in the wild swamps of the
tered them underwater before, have
Wekiva River during the Second
Seminole War. Cooacoochee reported the spirit of his
seen the residual but distinct toenails on their front
flippers, visual evidence of their own long and convo
twin sister once visited him from the land of souls,
luted genetic journey, from sea to land and then back
offering him a cup of pure water from the spring of
again.
the Great Spirit. "And if I should drink of it," said
But if the fossils and the manatees are an aide
Cooacoochee, "I should return and live with her for’
memoire to the core fiber of both people and place,
ever."
the most urgent reminder is the fierce upwelling itself.
Water was enchantment, certainly. But it was also
Isotopes of water have been dated in Florida springs.
deeply feared and honored, held close to the heart in
And although a water molecule seldom stays in the
both mystery and awe. It was sacred.
atmosphere for more than 10 days, when hidden in
Water has shaped culture in Florida from the very
first moment humans stepped foot on this ancient
the dark fissures and bedding planes in the rock-as it
sea-bottom terrace. When they arrived 12,000 years
is here-it may remain so for up to 7,000 years or
tO FORUM
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A uansparer,t kayak in the clear waters of Ichetucknee Springs State Path.

or more ago, the peninsula was dry and nearly twice
as large as it is today. Few modern rivers or springs
flowed as they do, and these nomadic Paleo-Indians
encamped around limestone catchments on prairies
and at mouths of coastal rivers, sites now inundated
with the sea.
The glaciers began to retreat, the climate
warmed, and water from the shallow seas was drawn
up into the sky. The great hydrological cycle that sets
Florida decidedly apart from other global deserts on
this same latitude began to stir. Fresh water springs,
charged by the new rain seeping into the soft sea rock
upland, flowed effusively. Swamps and marsh were
birthed, and rivers snaked through their lush and
moist topography. The vast glade of shallow water
and plants and limestone south of Lake Okeechobee
took form, revealing what the Spanish would one day
map as the "Lagoon of the Sacred Spirit."
By 5,000 B.C., millions of years after most of the
North American continent had fashioned itself into
mountains and valleys, Florida finally took the shape
and substance of what it is today.
This new peninsula was verdant and biologically
diverse, one giant organic marketplace of fish and

game-and at last it had stabilized enough to offer
sanctuary, to allow time for mythology to arise from
the connection between people and place. Nomadic
hunters could settle inland on rivers, build mounds,
and grow crops. Tools, points, and pottery could
become finer, more sophisticated, and tribal cultures
and their art more complex. Leaders could evolve
into chiefs and shamans, powerful men who could
mediate with the forces of nature-especially the
powers we moderns would one day call hydrology.
Perhaps more than any single place on our conti
nent, the new wet landscape of florida was occupied
almost as quickly as it had been formed. It was as if
the water-driven terrain and its people grew together,
the environment shaping culture as quickly as it
shaped itself
When Ponce de Leon arrived in 1513, blundering
westward of Puerto Rico in search of Bimini, he sailed
along the mid-Atlantic coast, landing near Cape
Canaveral. Soon, the first permanent geographic
name on the North American continent was scrib
bled on his chart-La Florida. It was springtime, flow
ers were blooming, and he noted this new land was
"very pretty to behold."
SUMMER 2002
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Pánfilo de Narváez, following
the conquistadors’ quest for gold
and glory, sailed around the Florida
cape with ships loaded with horses,
provisions, and 400 men, and land
ed somewhere near Sarasota Bay
15 years later. Over the next eight
years, the first Spanish expedition
to explore the New World by land
would be whittled down to four
men, and-a decade before
DeSoto-the survivors would cross
the Withlachoohee, the
Suwannee, the Applalachicola,
and then the Mississippi, building
canoes or, when possible, swim
ming.
There was no gold in La
Florida, but there was plenty of
water, and, as it does today, it
enriched the soil, turning leaf and
wood into humus and peat, com
posting the landscape. For the next
200 years, Spanish missions were
built along major rivers and coastal
lagoons, forcing the converted
Indians to use the fertile land of La
Florida as a breadbasket to fuel
Spanish plundering elsewhere in
the New World.
French artist Jacques Le Moyne,
here for a very brief time with the
ill-fated French colony at Ft.
Striped bass school in
Caroline in 1564, left a more com
plete graphic picture of the same
Indians with his 41 drawings. From Le Moyne, we
learn the Timucua swam with children on their backs,
rode in giant dugouts, performed ceremonies, cap
tured alligators, dried fish, and planted crops-all
behaviors made possible, indeed, even encouraged by
the liquid nature of La Florida.
It was the ambitiously brutal conquistador Pedro
Menendez de Avilés himself, who after learning of the
breadth of Florida’s rivers and wetlands, felt sure there
was some way the interior could be navigated by his
large ships. It was he who first schemed of a crossFlorida canal to allow such a feat.
II
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Silver Glen SprinEa in the Ocala National Forest.

Meanwhile, with no technical solution to enable
humans to commandeer such a soggy place, Florida
grew slowly, lagging behind the rest of the dry and
maneuverable continent. After all, the peninsula con
tained 12,000 miles of rivers and streams and no
fewer than 7,700 lakes. Some 600 springs have since
been identified-more than any other region in the
country.
When they settled on the coast, Europeans usual
ly chose natural harbors. Inland, they colonized high
river bluffs and ancient Indian middens. Florida was
one big swamp and marsh-what author John
Rothchild has called "pre-dredged real estate"-and

ground to our clever hardware-driven lifestyles, a sol
the best and surest roads were its waterways. It was a
vent to be turned on or off, ditched away or drained.
reality that would not escape the tourist steamboats
that later arrived in the early 19th century. Fishing
Once a noun and a verb, once a giver of life-once a
and boating, pirating and salvaging came with the
muse to writers, artists, musicians-water in the last
natural
antecedents
of
what
is
century became an expletive. It was called "flood con
territory; they are the
left of the Florida persona today.
trol."
Bartram, here in two separate trips in 1764 and
Today, our lack of connection has caught up with
us. The feature that most shaped Florida into a singu
1775-and who lived on the St. Johns for two years
in between-was among the first to see the waterlar place is being transformed. Now, lakes are drying
driven ecological connections, to marvel at the strong
or turning eutrophic, the springs declining in magni
tude, the coastal estuaries becoming cloudy with sedi
rivers and the magic of the powerful springs. Our first
spiritual naturalist, the gentle Quaker was an unlikely
ment. Even the reefs, those miraculous living berms
explorer. But he found his way farther into the interi
of color just offshore, are ailing. Even when we have
the best intentions, we seem to forget that water is
or of Florida than the Spanish ever had, sailing and
oaring a boat all the way down to Puzzle Lake on the
guided by gravity. We all live downstream.
"grand and noble San Juan."
And we have a tremendous thirst, a utility far
Bartram understood the promise this grid work of
beyond any sacrament Cooachoochee may have
imagined. Floridians use 170 gallons
nature had-still has, even today-to
hold mystery close to its heart.
of water a day-compared to 110 gal
Today, our lack
Unlike open savannas or mountains,
lons nationally. The level of our aquifer
has
been steadily declining since 1935.
you cannot see very far at all in a
of connection has
jungle, and every tree trunk, every
The magical "ether" Bartram once
vine-clogged pathway, every bend in
caught up with us. described is becoming scarce.
river
conceals
new
discovery.
In
For the first time in the history of
the
a
The feature that
Florida, the liquid energy that once
contrast with the geological drama of
shaped us is now being shaped by
continental mountains and valleys, this
most
shaped
territory
woven
into
the
is a
folds of bio
us. We have taken ownership of ibi
logical nuance.
away from the gods.
Florida
into
a
The good news is that the
For 250 years, Florida had been a region
sensibilities Bartram once dared
to he exploited by Europeans-a place to be
singular place
sopped up, trimmed, and tamed. But for
to show are gaining new ground.
Bartram, the man the Creeks called the
Some Floridians are emerging from
is being
the swoon of technology, as if
"Flower Hunter," it was a natural cathe
dral-a place where we "learn wisdom
awakening from a long, odd dream.
transformed.
Nonetheless, the purity of the orig
and understanding in the economy of
inal watershed can never he restored. The ibi of the
nature, and he seriously attentive to the divine moni
Ttnucua will never be again. And, if water has lost its
tor within."
Perhaps nature as religion may have had a chance
sacredness, can mere human law ever atone for it?
in Florida. But when technology finally developed to
A century from now, will Coleridge’s AIph still
flow, or will it become a dry chasm in the rock?
allow "submerged bottomlands" to he drained and
sold for as little as 25 cents an acre in the 19th centu
And the liquid enchantment of florida, what will
become of it? And what, ultimately, will become of us
ry, then Florida’s destiny-which was once to flowbegan to ebb.
all? t1
In the long haul, humans have done more to dis
BILL BELLEVILLE is an award-winning journalist, authnr, and dc’cu
connect themselves from Florida’s water in the last
century than they did in the 12,000 years that came
mentary filmmaker. His latest book, Deep Cuhi: The inside Story of an
A,sierican Oceanographic Expedition, will be published in September.
hefbre. Water has become a visual Muzak, a backSUMMER 2002
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he iconography.of Florida
seems incomplete without
an image of a beach. All
other representations-the
paint tree, lighthoue1 pier,
surf, sea oats, gin-clear waters, and
sugar-white sand-co’nnect Florida
with the beach. The sum is greater

S
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than the parts. Withoutthe beach,
florida is Arkansas with..palm frees;
without sea spray, Miami Beach is
L4t Springs with pretensions.
Nature has-endowed Florida’s
1,200 miles of coastline, boO miles of
beach, and 4,500 islands with exhaor
dinary variations of sand and thter,
conjuring.up marty images and-asso

½

..

.

.

datipus. Consider Seabreeze and

-

Seaside, St. Joseph Point and Cayo
Costa.
For most ot Florida’s recorded
history, the beach was as remote as it
was m.sterjous. Sea.inopsters lurked
offshore. To reach *e coastal dunes,
travelers had to navigate marshes and
mangrove swamps. Voracious saltmarsh mosquitoes devoured intrud
ers. For good reasons, almost no one
lived on the beach. Things
Americans needed did not grow on
the beach. An odd collection of her
mits, adventurers, and consumptives
pioneered beach settlements.

florida’s first beach jesoits
appeared in the late 19th century. As
the state’s most popular tourist desti
nation in the i880s, Jacksonville capi
talized upon the national beach craze
by building a 16-mile, narrow-gauge
rail track to the ocean town of Rub.
Railroad magnates Henry Plant and
Henry Flagler constructed ornate
hotels along the Atlantic and Gulf
coasts. Etom Ormond Beach to Key

-

r

BY GARY R

<‘

West, Flagler extezided hiØ rail*oad
and left behind, some of the era%
,giadeflstructure& Abové.all, the
robber baron made Pa1n .BeaØi..

"Queen of Wmter,Resortst
?By rOwbpat ahd stamhip, ordi
nary Floridians escaped to enjoy the
simple ,pleasures of the beach. In
1a86, the HalifwE Jcnfrnal reported the
latest’pasiime, "suyfhathing, a per
fectly safe gigantic bathing trough’
provided by nature." Only six
decades after an observer descnbed
Santa Rosa Ilánd as’ittle more than
a sand bar, with scattered shrubs,
the 1887 P#nsacdhan announced, "rt
is only withm &e last fe* weëb that
bathing on the otter beach has
become populac and we
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Santa ROsa Isiand’i’il1

become the Coney Island o the

South?. IpSL ‘Johns Count3 the’
horse-drawn St. Augisstine and ‘South
Beach Railway plied localsand
tourists acrobs the marshes nd duties
to Anastasia Island.
Everything about the beach-the.’
refreshing waters; cobling’breezeê,
open-airdánce p’illons, ancismells,
of fried fish and hj,$t puppies, btilêd
crab% an&roasting oysters’-evoked
pleasure. The beach oozed sensuality
andhedonisnyalues that moral
guardians attempted to confine when
it came to bathing attire.. Highly Orna
minted andfashiOnably.stylish,
wottien’s earliest bathing outfits con
sssted of bpve-and-be1ow-the-’waisI
*

,

-

:‘C;. :
SOAP

*

dredg ed the bay bOttbmdw$lng
5hpIl md muck into dikes Without

fabac lining, designed to deècpnhi,1

tuipped Wilt Rngeit/’

H

.

84tHEps

-

German U-boatsun1eshed a terrif
Wing assault oriAllied ship1
the Atjantit Coast, sinking
injust hth months. Gennan sal
tents ihtrAaA fi-I Ponte

-nuld beinqwn as the
of tle Indiana

texplo
fOr

‘if

....

the
Island,
bled as
tnandy. To

,.,

,,.,tfopical aJJec
South

,

‘iatyr serve.
immer’and flapper Fischer’s
"ferm-fittntg4 beachwear prompted
Dade County preachers to cteiiounce
her "as a symbol of brazenness of
the modem woman" She noted
wryly ‘lVithm a few weelá of my
public pillorying. not a black cotton
tocJcing was to be seen oitthe
beach"
There was nothmg inevitable
about a’barner island becomnig
Miami Beach. Geogtaphy is not destiny Before glitterati and paparazzi,
before South $eadj and Art Deco,
there exited tn untamed island
With equal patts Qlympian appetite
alid flantumesque skill, Carl FisherV
imagined Mianli Beach First, the
island, entangled m strait*r fmg
and coco plums and populatebct
crocodiles, woul have to he a1ts+formed Work crews blasted away,
‘dmain$, and filled in4tangrove
swamp Giant steam shovels
-‘

"

"

-‘
"

-

-

good-me’asure

rno
Fisher sponso
pageants, pop
suade th- "‘
to build
pleasure palaces on Liscayne Ray
Beach and water becane
metaphors for the Honda boom.
Surging numbers of tounstsç-made
possible because of Republican
prospenty and democratic impulses-flocked to Florida’s beaches In
Boa Raton aM Hollywood, St.
Petersburg and Shrasota,
Mediterranean Revisal was the rage
Tbrra cotta file and serpentme
columns suggested a patma of ele
"gance and whispers of th Cóte
tAz4 Mlag and Portofmo, even
if one lived m Orlando orOcala
Pearl Ilarbor arrested and susjiendtd beach dreams Resorts
turned into edonbts and watchtoW
em The stench of burning oil
tankers replaced the stiwll of suntan
lotion in thiwinter of 1942, as
"America’s

"

...

new
meaninj
ted
amphibi
‘-‘Came an
The War I
unlikely bead.
Isibotit
ing hundreds of re
from
St Augustme to St Petersburg. The
grand expenment to. convert these
hotels into qiihtaiy barncks served
as the equitalent of a massive pub-?
licity campiijgn for the Sunshine
State
Like a tune-delayed fuse,
Flonda exploded ‘after V-J Day Once
‘a society orgarvize4 arounttpLoddc
hen, Ainem-ita was increasingly con-’
cerned with conaumitzon In 1945,
pollster George Gallup asked the
public where they sxould most like
to live l1ush with victory and say
iAgs bonds, Amencans tected
Florida and Cali,f&rma, states with
long beiches and dreamy reputa
bon.
+

---
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For thilJins of Americans, a

postwar dream list included a
house, a ca4 amid a vacation. A week
at Siesta Key, New Smyma Beach,
or Nayarre Beach fulfilled a fantasy.
* Four million tourits vacationed in
the Sunshine State in 1950, a figure
spiraling to 23 million in 1970. Most
of them spent time sunbathing and
beach strolling. In an era before
theme parks, the beach was

Florida’s theme, a glittering coffiNnation of allure and escape.
The beach had betome
America’s playgrou it The beach
may have’defined Florida, but it
also divided Floridians. in city
codes and social custom, Florida had
long dictated that boardwalks and
snd dunes existed for the pleasure
of white patrons. The white beach
was forbidden fruit to AMean

Americans, whose backbrealdng
labors made Miami Beach possible.
Blacks patronized their own beach-,
es, most famously, American Beach

at Amelia Island,
Empowered by the democratic’
ideals of World War IFandembold’
ened by the Colored Ministerial
Alliance, Miami blacks tested free
dom’swaters. Leaders selected

Hauloyer Beach, Miami’s white

beach, fOr a swiiA-in. It was May
1945. Whitelea4ers responded by
16 FORUM FLOPJDAkUt-IANITIESCOUNCIL
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giving African Americans their own
beach at Virginia Key.
-,
Sand dunes and salt water also

encapsulated otGer dreams. Tested
and contested, the youTh’ culture
identified with the beach after
World War II: beach music, bikinj?
,beaçh week, beachnmlcs, the Beach
Boys, and spring break. The Florida
beach brought together generations
and lifestyles. This was part liar
monic convergence1 the result of
millions of teenagers’ coming of age
*in a lime of rebellion and afflu
ence-and part hormonal cQnver
gence, a coining of age in a sexually
saturated society An American rite

of passage, spring break rçinvented
Fort Lauderdale, Daytona Beach,
and Panama City Beach?
‘But for all of Our fscination’
with the beach, astonishingly little
of it had been developed- atmid
century. Highway AlA was one of
the busiest roadways in pre
,‘Interstate America funneling long

Ithes of vacationers from the
Northeast to Florida. Travelers
developed pecia1 relationships
with beach commi nities strung out
like baubles on a string. In 1950,
Cocoa Beach boasted a population
of 46; Jupiter claimed 313, and Boa
Eaton, 992.
One of the largest of the Gulf

SUMMER 2002

* ba$erislan4s, Sanibel offered visi
tors a dramatic tableau± ancient
beach ridges, a frcsh-water river,
and mangrove jungles and rook
eries. For thousands ofyears,
hupians hive combed Sanibel’s
beaches’ for heart cockles, ‘lion’s
paws, and angel wings.
But for mnoét of Sanibel’s histo

ry; its beaches havebeen inaccessi
ble. The island’s solitude and beau
ty attracted naturalists and writeit:
EdhaSt. Vincent Millay, Rachel,
Carson, and "Ding" Darling.
Sanibel inspired Amine Morrow
Lindbergh’s Gift From the Sea. In
her 1955 book, Lindbergh wrote of
thepowerful hold Sanibel pOs
sessed upon people: "How wonder
fill are islands! Islands in
space...ringe4 about by miles of
water...no cable, no telephones.ff
‘In 1926, the ferry first brought
inainlanders to Sanibel. In the early
1950s, Sanibel nmnubered about 50

families. The revolution came in"
1963 in the form of a dauseway from
Punta Rassa. In its last year of oper
ation, the ferry brought about 2,000

* visitors across San Cam-los Bay. By

* the 1970s, over a million motorists
were paying the three-dollar toll to
paradise.
In 1965, no con4ominiums had
been built on Sanibel. The year 1973
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was one of reckoning. In a single
week, the value of building permits
on the island exceeded the total from
1972. A priner of Lee County plan
ning, SanibS revolted. In 1974 resi
dents voted to incorporate Sanibel
Island and exert home rule. Officials
implemented strict zoning laws.
Protected wetlands and a n ildlife
preserve now occupy haft of the
island.
Blessed with 37 miles of Gulf
shoreline, Pinellas County had for
decades fashioned its beaches as a
sumther playund for Tampa Bay
residents and a winter playound
for MidwesterneN. From J’ass-a
Grille to Clearwater Beach, development on the Gulf had barely
touched the narrow strip of Islands.
In 1940 the Gulf communities had a
collective population of-only 2,300
pemianent resident4. An explosion
of development swept the area after
the war, making Pipellas Counts the
most dredged-tip, built-out county in
Florida.
That affluence and exposure
shaped the course of Sarasota and
Pinellas County beaches caine as no
surprise. Such was not the caje with
Desfin. Named for a New England
sea captain, Destin lies pestled
between the Gulf of Mexico and
Choctawatchee Bay. .

JAere wzc
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rnewta6te a6 a-ut a óauried
tw’andbeoo’m ing /J7
aeh. ceoqrot’hy is
‘e/breg&t
n4c
cratE and e30010224
6e14-re
oath each
and Ai Dec, the,

4
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existedan untamedWand
The term village aptly described
old Destin. A 1939 giide describ;d
Desfin as a "fishing resort" with a
year-round popWation of 25. Not
until 1936, wiTh the constructioji-of
the bridge spanning East Pass and
the paving of U.S. 98, could
motorists rach Destin. For decades,
the community nas a favorite sum
mertime destination of southerners
who appreciated the legendary fishing. sand dunes, and beaches. These
are Florida’s "most spectacular
beaches," asserts author Al Burt.
Locals affectionately called the areJ
L.A.-Lower Alabama.
The worti village scarcely
describes Destin today. "Concrete
-

,

condommqmuins, as uz-4osmng as any
thing m Mlnu or Fort Lauderdale,’
laments’Rick Bragg, line ihe beachfronton both ends of the paradise,
blockfrt&views of the cult" A
4eveloppient frenzy has seized the’
"lorgotten toast." The eonstmtmction
of the $lugh.-nse condominium
occurred in 1971, Destui is no longef
a poor-man’s gabse, conliomntm
urn units rth a cuff view begin at
$300jO0
LaIS*ttbttla coasts with the
force o a hurricane, the develop
ment of the beach has been relent
1ess leaving in its wake-high-rise’
ëondomtüitims, time-share resorts1and luxiuy,yacation homes. Wave
after wave of migrants settled alon$
Flonchi’s coasts sjiccessftml retqtes,
the first generation of Americans to"
take advan4ge of Social Security
benefits and genaous pensions,
middle-age businessmen whoshrewdly speculatS in beacW
ipropèrty, wunderkmnder is
ft nch through mhentanct ol
dot.cbni vehtures South Ameri’can
Sites and Asian millionaites qho
wish’ed to invest inp safe lace;
bankrupt venture capifalists and
bamilthmptcy lawyers who legally pro
tecttheirbeacbbônt estates from,
angry sditors; and the wealthy and
healthy who can now liveffind wwk
-
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‘The beiclistoiy r"
üalitastodàyfull3
East
cmti1p lives aking A
-and Gulf câasts. %Thñ asked recent4y-why she me ito Bonita ShOres,
at ‘4dent poil
tto,the watersof
Estero Bay. "C
what’s the
point?" she rç
have
been drawn t
*ty of life rvo!
lions for the Ii
The beach
is once
*afforu’-’-’
-s
en clapmoie
mch cotmnetion
res&
dity
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Attitudes. Palm Beach C&inty

-

boasts over’4,000 honiestwdrth a ihil.
lion dolfars or more.
The’,eaeh is sáncf’uary’to theQtostcomfortable and most-desperate.’Foiesidentsoff*en Beach I
at Bal Harbour, hf n the water
;fulfill the Am’
ream, to
pfugeesfroni
,dHaiti,araft
n the water a’
dream. Theca
‘be measurèdl
-

-
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sand is
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--‘es
cola
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ncebetweer

barn-

Mite

the erection oft thcrete
-wa
1d jetties-inadepossible
modern Destin and Clear*ater
Beach1 and made year-round living
and,tounstn attainable
King Canute once Old re’his
throne carned to the-edge of4ie sea
where be commanded the waters to
retreat.-Soit is in Flo4daThe "atu
ral" beach was flayjed, and not he
well-ord&ré4 dreamcapemodern
Cantite envisioned NatUre imposed
othtaclh to tVideallzedbeath:
‘rmngroves I,locked views,of gunsets, lagoons bredmos4mtoe, and
the surf eroded y1uable real estate.
the l4ath-is liable. and-can be any
thing humans’will it to be-proc4ded onehas sufficient capital and
tools. What private enterprise would
not and could not finarice, federal
tate governmenti have under-
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God isn’t making any more of it.
Like medieval alchemists, developem produced gold by turning water
into land. Headlines document the
great i950s land msh: "Lowly
Ma11&ve Swamp Is Turned Into
tarediscjSland," "BayBottom
Sand Turns Into Florida’sSver
Coa$," and "Largo Wants a Beach,
So Largo Builds a é*1- The
phr’ase "aterfront hiving" pleased.
homeowners who could boast to
astonished Mends and fellow workers in Michigan and Ohio that they
%sere living on the water in Florida,
even if it meant a mobile home on a
finger canal.
Insteati of an irresistible force
meeting an immovable object, in
Florida the surf meets -md
mows-the beach. The battle to preserve eroding beachis is fought with
an arsenal of shoreline arthor seawalls, bullçheads, tnd jetties. The
natural laws oj thej,each cOlli4e ioletitiy with elementaiy laws econoniics ant poUliç. Anyone whq.
cm afford imillion-dollar wateis
front estate willight tp prServeit.
:Furthermore, beach dwellers haye
influential friends ana alliesJfl th
county courthouse, the statehouse,
and the .Concss. Buttressdd b lobbyists, the construction industry, and.
tourist boards, beach resideflt and
-.
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.

-
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interests battle enviroflthent4ists,
arguing the sand is vital for the local
ecoatfm Critics cobtend that bialdiqg seawatis and dumping san&on
.eroded teaches address the symptorn; notte cause.
Powerful coalitions have succeed;
ed4h persuading Washington to
.4pend billions of dollars replacing the
sand that nature washed away. The
practice, euphcmisUcally called "beach
renourishment," has becomi s4commonpiace tat both conser*ath’es who
denoucabiggoVenilhent and fiberals whpeach qnt4nmental Sesponsibilitc thgerly lobby for more sand.
Since 1969,Floiida has received Si billion to pump sapd on more than 40
ripidhy emding beaches inhabite by
ome of Anterica’swealthiest citizens.
Never in mo4em history haveS
places like Suliny Isles and Lidojey
been so seductive’and bewitching, yet
demons lurking deep. in our cohl&tive
sijemory haunt tHe beach.
Contemplating theiong-tenn coms&
quences of global scanning, many
wonder whether we can survive the
wekend.
4flnmnter stalks the shore as
bathers exposeSoes to E. cijli bactena, stingrayb, and jagged rocks
dredged forn. the bay. Swimmers
battle dptide uqdertthi4, aild overcrowded public beaches.
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Accessibil4ityis a codeword for class
-warfare on today’s public/private
beaches. Ominous black zones and
redlides contaminate the Gulf while
emergency officials ponder apoca
lyplic hurricanes. Since Jaws awak
ened our primordial fears of great
whites, floridians have obsessed
over the very appearance of sharks
along the coasts. Volusia Cbuntt
nervuyweam Wetiti. ‘Shark
AttacicCapital of the World." Even
the sunoncesO much a part of mer
chandising Florida that it was
regarded.as a state emblem, now
inflicts melanoma.
thçteach e4oès our fraflties
while expanding our understanding
of nature:At its *ort, the beach. ter
rifles aM disappoints; akits best, it
stirs our soul and- softens a harsh
world. In a state where civic hon4s
are as weak as Australian pines ii a
hurricane, sunrises and sunsets over
Amelia Jsland and Mullet keyon-,
rnect generations of Fioridia$. Rd*ar
poincianas, sea hibiscus, and
bougainvillea seem at home on
today’s beaches, but these floras, like
so many Floridians, came from
somewhere else.
G4RY R; MORMINO is the Frank E.
Puckwai! Professor of History at the
University p/ couth florida
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Tales of a Sea-Loving Life
A historian analyzes his affinity for an elemental force
e think of water as the
stuff of life-a primal
combination of hydrogen
and oxygen that sustains all
living things, that accounts
for nearly 70 percent of the
human body, and that covers
roughly the same percentage of
the earth’s surface. Obviously, we
cannot survive without water. What may not be so
obvious, however, is that water is also the stuff of histo
ry. As young school children, we learn about the role of
water and irrigation in the rise and fall of ancient
empires, and about the exploits of Columbus, Magellan,
and other seafaring explorers during the so-called Age
of Discovery. And as teenagers we encounter at least
some of the transoceanic migrations, epic sea battles,
and other struggles over and in water that have helped
shape the modern world order. But unless we establish a
deeper, more personal bond with the watery past, we
may miss the hill significance of water as a historical
force.
For better or worse, such a
B
bond has always been an
Raymond
important part of my life and
career. From early childhood, I
Arsenault
have been fascinated by, even
obsessed with, the water. And
even now, as a middle-aged professor, I will do just
about anything to get in it or on it. Water of any type
stirs my soul. Salt, fresh, brackish, chlorinated-it does
n’t matter to me. Ocean, sea, gulf, bay, river, stream,
creek, lake, pond, marsh, canal, cove, spring, sound,
inlet, pass, bayou, estuary, puddle-I love them all.
More to the point, when I think about history and the
grand scheme of things, or more personally about why I
became a historian, my thoughts inevitably gravitate
toward the shore and beyond. For me, history, identity,
and water will always be a conceptual jumble of closely
connected myths and realities. Like the English poet
John Masefield, I have no choice but to go down to the
sea-again, and again, and again.
A large part of the explanation for this fixation, I
am convinced, is familial. On all sides, my family histo
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ry is a waterlogged tale of fishermen, divers, sailors, and
sea captains. Three centuries of Cape Codders domi
nate my maternal heritage. My hometown of Harwich,
Mass., has long been famous for its mariners, and as a
young boy my grandmother regaled me with stories of
larger-than-life ancestors and other local heroes who
lived and died on the sea. Perhaps the most famous
Harwich mariner of all, Jonathan Walker, became a
national celebrity and an abolitionist hero in 1844
when he was arrested for "stealing" slaves off the coast
of Pensacola, where he had lived since 1837. He was
actually trying to ferry four slaves on board his ship to
freedom in the Bahamas. After a Honda jury sentenced
him to he branded on the hand with the letters "SS"
for slave-stealer, he was immortalized by John
Greenleaf Whittier’s poem "The Branded Hand," pub
lished in William Lloyd Garrison’s The Liberator in
August 1845. The poem ultimately became
a staple of "underground railroad" lore
and still had the power to move
schoolchildren more than a century
later when I encountered it Indeed,
the Walker saga was my first introduc
tion to the Sunshine State.
None of my Cape Cod ancestors
was quite as courageous or as celebrated
as Walker, but I learned early on that
troubled waters definitely constituted a
family theme- One illustrious ancestor,
George Weekes, a peripatetic 18th-centu
ry minister who angered Puritan authori
ties by preaching to the local Indian popu
lation and by drawing parishioners away
from the more staid ministry of the estab
lished local church, became disconsolate
after local authorities took away his right to
preach. After years of depression, he wan
dered into the woods and froze to death in a
New England blizzard. Equally sobering was
the tale of my great-great-grandfather’s death
at sea in March 1861. The captain of the
schooner Amelia Starkey eerily I would later
live on Amelia Island and name my first
daughter Amelia, he and his younger brother
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OF A SEA-LOVING LIFE

Alphonso were on their way back from Jamaica when a
savage storm off the coast of Cape Hatteras sent them to
a watery grave. On a happier note, another ancestor,
Sidney Brooks, an enterprising graduate of Amherst
College, established Pine Grove Seminary, the first
school of navigation in the United States, in 1844. Later
known as Brooks Academy and used for many years as
Harwich High School, the imposing white-columned
building still stands as a historical museum, less than 100
yards ftom where George Weekes was found ftozen in
the snow. Brooks went on to become a seagoing teacher
on the school ship George M. Barnard and deputy U. S.
shipping commissioner in Boston during the 1870s, but
somehow managed to die of natural causes-and on dry
land-in 1887.
11 of this was probably enough to con
vince a young boy that maritime affairs
matter, but there was also the mythic
influence of my eccentric Norwegian
grandfather. Although my mother’s father
died two years before I was born, he left a trail of person
alized Scandinavian folklore that inspired wonder and
trepidation. According to family legend, my Norwegian
great-great-grandfather was an ex-sea captain and ship
ping magnate who served as the model for Wolf Larsen,
the anti-hero of Jack London’s 1904 novel The Sea-Wolf.
On a trip to Norway two years ago I discovered that at
least part of this story is almost certainly apocryphal, but
I came home with a load of documents about another
ancestor-my great-grandfather the Sea-Wolf’s son-in
law-who gained national fame in the early 20th cen
tury as an actor, vaudevillian, and singer of Norwegian
folk ballads and-you guessed it-sea chanteys.
On the other side of the Atlantic, in the Maritime
provinces of Canada, my
father’s family sang
chanteys of their own,
though in a different
language. The first
Arsenault in the
New World was
Pierre, a sea
pilot who
arrived in

Ray Arsenault’s
father. Oscar, in
the Navy, t 944.

F

Nova Scotia in 1671. The generations that followed
lived on the wind-swept shores of the Northumberland
Strait, fishing for cod and lobster, until my grandparents
and others migrated southward to New England in the
early 20th century. Settling in the old whaling town of
New Bedford, my grandfather found work as a deep-bell
salvage diver, a dangerous job that helped put him in an
early grave. In 1931, at the age of 34, he suffered a fatal
heart attack during a lakeside Sunday outing with his
family. After swimming out a quarter mile or so to
retrieve a beach ball, he collapsed and drowned within a
few feet of shore. Neither his wife nor his seven children
would ever be sure that this tragedy stemmed from a
decade of unsafe and largely unsupervised diving, but
suspicions lingered. My father, the oldest at age 9, would
never forget the image of his grief-stricken mother help
lessly staring out into the dark waters that had just taken
her young husband’s life. But my grandfather’s fate did
not stop my father from seeking a maritime life. As a
teenager, he worked in a Cape Cod boatyard, building
sailing sloops and ketches, and learning to love and
respect the sea. In early 1941, he joined the Navy and
soon found himself on the battleship New York convoy
ing freighters across the North Atlantic. Assigned to a
photography billet, he chronicled the early months of
the undeclared sea war with hundreds of snapshots taken
from the bridge of the New York, including an eye-pop
ping photograph of the ship’s 16-inch guns completely
awash in high seas. The foam-filled photograph, which
became one of the war’s most reproduced images, both
fascinated and terrified me as a child.
My father spent most of World War II in the
Pacific, island-hopping with reconnaissance units ftom
Tarawa to Okinawa and witnessing some of the fiercest
sea battles in modem history. In March 1945, his
younger brother Ray, a Marine corporal, was killed on
the island of Iwo Jima; three years later, my father
named his first child after his dead brother. In 1951,
with the widening of the Korean conflict, my father
returned to active duty, moving his family to Ocean
View, Va., near Norfolk. Assigned to the aircraft carrier
Hornet in 1953, he soon left on a yearlong, around-theworld cmise that left his 6-year-old son wondering
whether his seagoing father would ever return. I remem
ber spending a lot of time waiting and worrying, perhaps
in part because the images of my father far away on the
high seas were reinforced by weekly television broad
casts of "Victory at Sea", the musical theme of which
haunts me to this day.
In 1955, he did come back safe and sound, and, as
an added bonus, we moved to sunny and exotic
Pensacola, the same town that had treated Jonathan
Walker so rudely a century earlier. My earliest memories
of Florida all involve water: traveling across a terrifying
ly narrow bridge to Santa Rosa Island where I learned to
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ach morning, I walk beside Lake Maggiore, relishing

its beauty at sunrise. It is
more beautiful than ever, now that summer has arrived. Summer, I must acknowl

edge nostalgically, plays havoc with me, making me long to break free of this,
well, this middle-aged body of a professional writer.

I want to be a barefoot boy again.
My happiest childhood memories are of Lake Stella in Crescent
City, a fern-growing, bass-fishing town in Northeast Florida. Stella
held magic for my dozen or so buddies and me. It had that "special
odor," as we called it. We could detect that odor after the late
afternoon sun had warmed the grayish water and a gentle breeze
blew toward Babylon, the unofficial name of our all-black settle

ment in the woods near the "Negro" graveyard. It was a mellow
odor, laced with hints of decayed algae, cattail, and the black
shells of mussels baking in the sun.
Constance Howard, our homeroom teacher, said that we could
not smell Lake Stella so far away. "It’s all in your crazy little imagi
nations," she would say.
We did not listen to her. We know that when that special odor
came, summer-the most glorious time of the year-had arrived.
And school was out: No more "Connie," as we called Miss Howard. No more home
work. No more cafeteria food. No more of those other strict teachers who made us
behave despite ourselves. Summer was our time, when parents and grandparents gave us
just enough freedom to get into just enough trouble to warrant an occasional smack
beside the head or a day’s grounding, the worst possible punishment because it meant

being away from Stella.

Within easy walking distance of home, the lake was the center of our lives. Little
sun, and when a rare high wind blew, tiny

more than 308 acres, it shimmered in the
waves stabbed at the grassy shoreline.

Most of us, all teenage boys, thought nothing of swimming nonstop from one side of
Stella to the other. Our biggest problem was the game warden, a skinny, gnarled, old
white cuss who actually cared for our safety. He would chase us out of the lake because
of the alligators. Seeing them plunge into the water, we would wait before going in.
If gators were in the water, we stayed close to shore. After they returned to landand we would count them-in we went. We took turns being sentinel, warning the others
if a gator took to the water.
Over the years, we bought and borrowed several boats, sailing or motoring to every
part of the lake. Our greatest adventure was an aborted all-night bivouac on one of the
islands. One Saturday afternoon, 15 of us went there, making five trips in our tiny boat.
We took hot dogs, marshmallows, and pork and beans.
We were having a great time-doing our Huck Finn thing-until about 9 p.m. Then,
when mosquitoes began to reclaim their space with a vengeance, we realized that we
were wearing cutoff pants and sleeveless tops. At first, we thought that a bigger fire

would keep the bloodsuckers at bay. The ploy might have worked had we not run out of

usable wood.
"I can’t take no more of this shit!" someone screamed. "Let’s get outa here!"
The 15 of us dashed to the boat. Someone shouted that only three of us could go at
a time. Everyone, of course, wanted to go first, which was impossible. We drew lots.
Since I would be in the fifth crossing-each taking about 10 minutes one way, given the
size of the engine-and because the mosquitoes were eating me alive, I decided to swim

ashore and risk the gators.
Seconds after I dived into the black water, I heard several splashes. Certain that
gators were after me, I closed my eyes. When I opened them, I saw more than half of my

fellow campers swimming past me. We stroked toward shore, chastened by the pain of
mosquito bites, exhilarated by the terror of being gobbled up by gators. All of us got to
shore in one piece.

Today, when I look at St. Petersburg’s Lake Maggiore, I wonder if my childhood bud
dies could resist the lure of this beautiful, dangerous body of water.
BILL MAXWELL is a columnist for the St. Petersburg Times. This column originally
appeared June 10, 1998, and was recently reprinted in Maximum Insight, a collection of
Maxwell’s columns.
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TALES OF A SEA-LOVING LIFE
swim; traversing the extraordinary snow-white dunes of
the western Panhandle; and, unfortunately, at one point

feeling the sting of a Portuguese Man-of-War’s tentacles.
In 1958, we left Florida for a five-year hiatus in
Chincoteague, Va., Cape Cod, and Washington, D.C.
But in 1963, we moved back to Florida, this time to

Jacksonville and Amelia Island’s Fernandina Beach.
Several yeats earlier, my paternal grandmother plus
assorted aunts, uncles, and cousins had moved to Amelia
Island; and I, thanks to the loss of accreditation by the
Jacksonville school system, joined them as an impres
sionable high school sophomore. Living with my grand
mother for my last two years of high school, I promptly
fell in love with one of America’s most
beautiful barrier islands. At the time, the
California invasion of surf culture, peroxid
ed hair, and the Beach Boys sound had
taken the island by storm, and, though I

a converted 40-year-old maritime training school did not
faze me; indeed, in an odd but meaningful way, it added
to the charm and attractiveness of the most unusual
campus that I had ever visited. Six months later, my
family and I, sans woolen mittens and snow shovels,
headed south in a tented truck to a new life in the

Sunshine City by the bay.
That was in August 1980, hut the experiences of the
last 2O-some years-including watching my two daugh
ters grow up as Florida "water babies"-have only con
firmed and deepened my initial attraction to the charms
of bay and Gulf From St. Petersburg’s incomparable pub
lic waterfront to the mangrove shores of Weedon Island,
Cabbage Key, and Chokoloskee to the

beaches and shallows of Ft. DeSoto,
Caladesi, Sanihel, Captiva, Dry Tortugas,
and countless other islands, the joy of
exploring Florida’s watery western edge
has brought me spiritual renewal and
heightened respect for what Jimmy Buffett

never learned to "hang ten" or even five, I
bobbed in the waves with the rest of the
locals, reveling in bikini-filled fantasies and
dreams of a care-free life on the beach.
Before going off to college in New Jersey, I
also found time to float the Ichetucknee
with my uncle’s scuba diving club and to
explore the rivers and marshlands of north
eastern Florida, garnering enough memo

has called "Mother, Mother Ocean-"
While I remain a novice at saltwater sail
ing, the few times that I have taken the
helm left me begging for more. Plying the
waters of inland Florida-by kayak, canoe,

and tube-has been less challenging but
no less enthralling. Wakulla,

Wirhlacoochee, Chassahowitzka,
Kissimmee, Okeechobee, Alafia-these
are names that evoke an array of placehound mystiques-of meandering streams,

ries to iriake me want to come back some
day.

Following a decade of graduate work
and teaching in Massachusetts and
Minnesota, where I encountered enough frozen water to
make me yearn for the warrnth of the southern rim, I
applied for a lob at the St. Petersburg campus of the

University of South Florida. As a high school student I
had visited the Tampa Bay area twice, but none of these
earlier experiences had prepared me for my first aerial
view of the hay and surrounding coastline. Having just
left a January snowstorm and 10-degree weather in
Minneapolis, I could hardly believe my eyes as the plane
hugged the seemingly endless coastline and then banked
over the wide blue expanse of Tampa Bay. Later, while
crossing the Howard Frankland Bridge and after check
ing into a bayside motel, seductive images of a water-

world drew me in, gently hut inexorably, blunting what
ever reservations I had about leaving the frozen Land of
Ten-Thousand Lakes. Like so many tourists and wouldbe migrants before me, I was the proverbial fish on the
line, hooked and ready to be pulled in and pan-fried.
Whatever chance there was to escape disappeared when
a campus tour revealed faculty and students playing

water volleyball in the outdoor college pool and gave a
glimpse 0f faculty offices overlooking the entrance to
Bayboro Harbor. Somehow the fact that the offices were
located not in an Ivy-covered Gothic tower but rather in
24
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cedar-draped rivers, and heron-filled lakesides.
While it has grown increasingly obvious that human
folly and encroachment have placed all of this, including
the Florida aquifer, in dire jeopardy, I hope against hope

that future generations, human and non-human alike,
will somehow he allowed to experience and benefit from
this fragile and endangered aquatic paradise. If my
attachment to the world of water, based as it is in a pecu
liar family saga, leans to sentimentality and overwrought
emotion, my only defense is that I am not alone. On this
point of privilege, I trust the words of Herman Melville,
the author of Moby Dick and the greatest of all meta

physical yarn-spinners. "Whenever I find myself growing
grim about the mouth; whenever it is a damp, drizzly
November in my soul," Melville’s lshmael explains, "I
account it high time to get to sea as soon as I
can.. .There is nothing surprising in this. If they but
knew it, almost all men in their degree, some time or
other, cherish very nearly the same feelings toward the
ocean with me."

the John Hope Franklin Professor
of Southern History at the University of South Florida, St.
RAYMOND ARSENAULT is

Petersburg.

the stories of Florida
A Florida Humanities Council Call for Proposals

F

j

Telling Florida Stories: Strengthening florida Communities

Stories are the essence of the humanities: they give us a sense of identity, a sense of place, an
connect us to the larger world. They are the songs of our ancestors, and our bridge to the fub
‘We believe that Florida’s stories are the foundation we need to strengthen the human ties that

ate strong communities.
For all of these reasons, the Florida Humanities Council is launching a
its 3oth anniversary in 2003: Telling Florida Stories: Strengthening F]
Since
FHC has helped to tell Florida’s stories through our grants
speakers and exhibits we send throughout Florida. Projects funded rhr
the rediscovery of the history of our African-American communities
history of the earliest Floridians
now being reclaimed from archaeol
projects have preserved the stories of people no longer living. Stories a
building efforts and better understanding among people.
-

-

Our newest citizens

-

from Asia, Central America, the Caribbean and the Indian sub-contii
their heritage, immigratic
to a new country.
Through our new initiat
exhibits and programs b
pie, places, and events di
We are calling for grant,
people and their coin
programs, and preset

HOW TO SPONSOR A PROGRAM
It

rs with a good idea.

all

Developing the idea,

expanding the number of people involved, and writing a proposal
are the next steps.
A proposal shoukl answer the following questions:
*
What do you want to do?
*
Why is the topic important?
*
How are the humanities essential to it?
*
*
*
*
*

How will you carry it out?
Who will be involved?
What will it cost?
How much do you need from us?
Where will you get the rest?

PROPOSED PROGRAMS must be designed for the general adult
public or for target audiences such as professional groups. unions, or
civic and community organizations.

new three-year initiative in celebration of
torida Communities.

A public humanities program requires:
A director
At least one non-profit organizational sponsor
*

*

*

Humanities resource scholars

*

A meeting place where everyone will feel welcome
A format that develops an exchange of ideas, and
encourages analysis and insight
Audience development
Evaluation

*

program, seminars for teachers, and the
ough our grants have played a vital role in
and the
many of them long forgotten
ogical sites around the state. Oral history
bout race relations have led to community

*
*
*

A final wrap-up

-

-

ient
have also shared with us stories of
n, and the joys and difficulties of adapting

HUMANITIES SCHOLARS must play a central role in all phases
of the project

proposals that research the stories of our
munities, share them through public
ye them for future generations.

from initial planning through final execution.

FHC projects and programs are intended to involve the public with
the insights and perspectives of the humanities, and to enable the
public to benefit from the scholarship of the humanities, including:
*

Philosophy, ethics and comparative religion

*

History, art criticism and jurisprudence

*

Literature, languages and linguistics
Archaeology, cultural anthropology and folldife

*

-

ive, we want to build on past initiatives,
‘ focusing on those stories of Florida peo
tat still remain unknown to most people.

-

DEADLtNES FOR MAJOR GRANTS
For projects
expected to
begin after..,

Preliminary

Final

...And we’ll

application is

apphcation*

notify you

due by...

is due by...

by...

February i
Augusti

October
April 8

November 6
May 8

January 6

*

July 8

Final applications should be submitted with one original and aS

copies.

FOR MINI GRANTS and

SCHOLAR/HUMANIST FELLOWSHIPS
There are four funding cycles per year. Applications are due in our
offices:
20
May 20
August ao
November 20
You will be notified 0f funding decisions approximately three weeks
after each deadline.
Funded projects may begin approximately six weeks after receipt of

February

your application.

4r
A
*

-4,V

A

Ar

For additional
information,
fill out the reply
card on the nex page
or please contact:

Program Officer
florida Humanities Council

599 Second Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33701-5005

Phonc 727-553-3803
Fo,c 727-553-3829

Web: www.flohum.org

Detach and mall
usthis cardond
we’ll send you

information on

becoming an FHC
Project Partner

Yes, I’m interested...
S

..in receiving a preliminary application kit
in enabling our organization to sponsor a project

NAME

ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

PHONE HOME

OFFICE

Non-Profit Institutional.Organization Affiliation if any
Mail to:

FLORIDA HUMANITIES COUNCIL
599 Second Street South
St.Petersburg,FL33701-5005

FLORIDA______

H UMAN ITI ES
COUNCIL

599 Second Street Sooth
St. Petersburg, FL 33701-5005

ZIP

highly unreliable legend holds that
one of the names the original
Floridians had for the territory the

*

Spanish would call La Florida was
"Black Water." Whatever the histor
ical truth of that legend, it resonates on a deep
er imaginative level. Pulitzer
Prize-winning

poet

rest of us Our earliest writers reflect one aspect
of this attraction and ambivalence. Like the
conquistadors and first settlers they accompa
nied, they hugged the shoreline. For them the
sea, though dangerous, signifies access and
escape, food and hope. In his ElegIas 1589, for
Juan
de
example,
Castellanos offers a lyrical

Eliz

abeth Bishop, for example,
experienced a similar sense

description of the native

of the state when she lived
in Key West during the late

ing in the sea’s magnificent

Calusa frolicking and fish
waves.
But at the same time
the sailors and settlers

‘30s and ‘40s. In one of her
finest poems, "Florida," she
described her new home as
"the state

that floats

feared the unknown that
lay beyond the shore, De

in

Castellanos cautioned that

brackish water/held together
by mangrove roots."
Among

exploring inland was a toda

other things,

faita absolute mistake.
Even someone like Alonso

this linking of darkness and
*

about both the state and its
most distinguishing physical
characteristic.

*

Oregorio de Escobedo, a

water speaks to the power of
imagery and to ambivalence

After

all,

POETS REFLECT THE DEPTHS
AND THE SILVERY HOPE

water of all kinds has cap

OF FLORIDA’S

tured our imaginations from
Ponce de Leon’s quest for

LIQUID WORLDS.

that

BY MAURICE O’&.LIVAN

illusory fountain of
youth to Walt Disney’s

dream of a vacation Eden Surrounding man
made lakes. As our poets suggest, neither man
found precisely what he sought. X.J. Kennedy
describes an aging conquistador sipping from

*
*

Augustine, saw little in the
interior but primitive dark
ness. In La Florida 1609,
the Spanish friar warned,
"Es costa Ia Florida es pci
grosa/ Cercada de montañas

y pantanos." The Florida coast is dangerous,
surrounded by mountains and swamps.
Anyone who dared venture inland, "si acaso

one "false/Fountain" after another in "Ponce de

vueive vzvo rrae ci pccholilcno de jlechas, harto a su
despecho." If he returns alive, he will bring a

LeOn," while Peter Meinke finds "reality dis
placed" on a trip to "The Magic Kingdom."

chest full of arrows and despair.
That myth of a forbidding interior contin

Like most Floridians, our writers migrate

ued to resonate for centuries. After trading
Havana for Florida at the close of the Seven
Years’ War in 1763, the British tried to entice
farmers fwstrated by their loss of water rights in

toward water. The state’s coasts and rivers,
springs and swamps, lakes and keys hold the
*

Franciscan who spent 10
years at the Nombre de
Dios
mission
in
St.

same fascination for them that they do for the
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meditation on snake creek
fog billows over the troubled face of the canal;
a quilt of clouds, torn by a stand of pines, a tangle

England to the new territory. Their most cre
ative strategy was to create maps that exagger
ated the size and shape of our water resources,

of cumulus stuck in their needles, stretches over the hot
road rising in the east to the reeb of mallards strutting

distending lakes to engulf entire counties and
swelling rivers like the veins on a bodybuilder.

over imaginary property lines of flilford-by-the-sea neighbours with new silverware and noise -- down streets

Lamenting the success of this effort in The

Deserted Village, Oliver Goldsmith, the Anglo-

with names as provisional as the ones we give ourselves,
behind houses swollen as the frayed textbooks

Irish playwright and novelist, warned the settiers of what they would find: "torrid tracts,"
"poisonous fields," "ravaged landscapes," and

that line my shelves; while overheal in the frigid wind
from the west, past hasidic women, power-walking,
*

checking each others pulse as if they weren’t going to live
forever, a kestrel circles rat snakes through the everglades;
sand skitters over the page into the next millennium
a stream that quenched ponce’s thirst, washed mud
from the hair of tequesta, pours over my crown, neck,
chest, feet - the hard portions- and into the sap of the mangrove.

Geoffrey Philp
From xango music, Peepal Tree Press, 2001

**

"matted woods where birds forget to sing."
When the Americans began migrating
south, they sketched a more romantic portrait.
During the time he spent in St. Augustine, a
young Ralph Waldo Emerson included some
lines of poetry among the generally ironic
observations in his Journals 1827-28. The
urban, resolutely American Emerson reverses
the earlier European antithesis; in St.
Augustine’s "gentle clime/Even the rude sea
relents to clemency/Forgets his savageness."
Much of his affection for the city stems from its
history, what he calls "the faint traces of roman
tic things", where he finds "in this nook of

A Confluence

sand/The first footprints of" this new country.
The clear Ichetucknee fingers into
the dark red Santa Fe,
which carries purity and great cold
downstream
until it is lost in murk of sun,
where wrist - thick moccasins ess along
and alligators surface, then disappear,
or drag their bellies up the muddy shore.
We have forgotten who we were,
young and eager, kissing through the
telephone. The Suwanee is in no hurry,
has rocked all the humming afternoon.
Now she takes rwo yams from the basket
at her side, and with long white needles
begins to knit. The low sun glints
on the tips of her flying. Across her
broad lap, something wonderful begins.

aturalists and travel writers
shared much of that romantic
spirit, although they showed a
deeper
appreciation
for
Florida’s waterways as every
thing from highway and scenery to specimen
and symbol. William Bartram marveled at the
grandeur of the St. Johns River in his Travels
1791; John James Audubon described
sketching its wildlife in his Ornithological
Biography 1834; and Harriet Beecher Stowe
greeted its steamboats from her home in
while writing Palmetto Leaves
Sidney Lanier’s Florida 1875 and

Mandarin

Lola Haskins

1873.

Lafcadio Heam’s Floridian Reveries 1884 revel
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EVERGLADES
in the kaleidoscope of images they encoun
tered on leisurely steamboat trips down the
Ocklawaha, while John Muir’s Thousand Mile
Walk to the Gulf 1867 chronicles his struggle
to understand the interdependence and inde
pendence of all species. What the Scottishborn Muir learned on that walk inspired him
to found the Sierra Club and become the per
son most responsible for encouraging Congress
to establish a national park system.
Even writers who never saw Florida found
tl potential for symbolism in its waters irre
sistible. When Stephen Foster, writing dialect
songs for E.P. Christy’s Minstrels in 1851,
searched for the name of a river that would
both evoke an idyllic Southern paradise and
have only two syllables, his brother, Morrison,
suggested the "Swanee River." As often hap
pens when people reinvent reality, Morrison
had simplified the original name of the
Suwannee River. In 1935 the state Legislature
chose Foster’s lament to a vanished Eden to
replace C.V. Waugh’s "Florida, My Florida" as
*

our state song.
In his epic poem The Rape of Florida

1884, Albery AlIson Whitman, a former
slave who became general financial officer of
Ohio’s Wilberforce University and another
writer who never visited the state, used the
Seminole Wars as a metaphor for all of
America’s ethnic conflicts. Throughout the
poem he contrasts the regenerative purity of
the ocean and rivers with the treachery of both
swamp and city, as Atlassa, a fictional Osceola,
*

For Barbra Neijna, after her sculpture!
instillation Under the Green Coat is an
Endangered Heart
We have always been ready
for the soft killing
signed by boot tread and post.
The songs were of freedom and money then,
and they kept us clean as we cleaved
the earth and drank it coin dry.
We never caught ourselves
in our concrete webs, never saw
the eye of conscience crowd out
the anger of traffic
in the rearview mirror.
Al! around us the sprinklers
threw rainbows around like bad checks.
Their music twittered, byzantine.
We never caught on
atop the incandescent skyscrapers
that the horizon was dying.
The thought that we kill by naming
is criminally fresh.
Your metal cone points downward,
whispers its spiral,
sky-heavy
muse.
And we, the alp-less, insist
on scaling the ever resting clouds.
We keep looking up
as if the sky beckoned the city
to crane its neck more and more,
to leave its helipads like eggs
on the infinite vapor.
We never caught
the need in time, and yet you point
down, beg us to look down,
your cypress saying enough
of sky. Enough profit
and order. It is the earth
we walk upon and cannot love,
but it is there
that our minors trickle.

"the matchless hero of his time" who "made his
bed of glory by the sea," confronts relentless
slave hunters stalking through the swamps and
Machiavellian military officers plotting his

Ricardo Pau-Llosa
First appeared in Writing on Water,
The MIT Press, 2001.

downfall in St. Augustine.
*

Like Elizabeth Bishop, many of the 20th
century’s most honored and influential poets
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The Death of the Pilot Whales
migrated to Florida, at least for a time. In Key

West: An Island Sheaf, the last collection of
poetry he completed before leaping into the
Atlantic as he returned to New York from
Mexico, Hart Crane explored the conflicts in

Every few years, down at the Florida Keys,
where bones chew the water like mad dogs

and spit

it

bubbling out on yellow sand,

the sea darkens, and we crane toward the skies,

i

toward the airplanes casting their shadows,
but there are no planes and those dark shadows

ing line of his introductory poem, "Key West,"
reflects his ambivalence: "Here has my salient

are not shadows, but mark the silent forms

faith annealed me." When Wallace Stevens,
the Connecticut insurance executive who
moonlighted as a Pulitzer Prize-winning poet,
found himself unable to cope with the lush dis

of pilot whales charging the shore like wild
buffalo charging a train, driving toward
reef and sand till the ibam sprays red
below the rainbow stretching from sea to land.

The fierceness of it all, unstoppable,

his soul, "the tarantula rattling at the lily’s
foot" "0 Carib Isle!". The ambiguous open-

Ii

those broad flukes churning the water, that buried

order in the "coralline sea" and "oceanic
nights" of the Florida Keys, he willed himself
back to the "leafless" but disciplined North.

Those images from his "Farewell to Florida"
introduce what many consider one of the most

brain and heart set inflexibly on their last

pulsing, the energy and beauty of all that

important books of poetry in the 20th century,

flesh turning away from its cold fathomless

lemming following god knows whose orders

Ideas of Order 1935.
In much of our finest prose, water serves as
a catalyst for epiphanies, the moments of

in a last ordered chaos of frantic obedience

insight and revelation that order our lives.

stronger than love. With what joy and

Those epiphanies can range from the harrowing to the hopeful. Stephen Crane’s "The
Open Boat" 1897, for example, offers a fic
tional account of Crane’s attempt to reach
Daytona Beach in a dinghy afrer the steamer
Commodore sunk on a trip from Jacksonville to
Cuba. The central character, an unnamed cor
respondent-Crane was on an assignment
from William Randolph Hearst to report on fil
ibtering expeditions to aid Cuba’s revolu
tionariesomes to realize how tenuous his
life is and how indifferent nature can be.
Ernest Hemingway’s Harry Morgan comes to
an even bleaker realization during his three

world, like the negative of some huge

trembling they hunch up the beach,
shred themselves on shoals, what sexual
shudders convulse them at that sweet moment
when they reach - at last!

-

F

what

they have burned to meet.

And we, who may be reminded of thoughts
we wish not to think, we tow them back to sea,
cut them open, and they sink,

F

Peter Meinke from Lthd Paper:
New and Selected Poems,
University of Pittsburgh Press, 1991

I*

voyages between Cuba and Key West in To

Have and Have Not

I

the only
Hemingway novel set partly in the United
States.
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1937,

Many of our writers offer more auspicious
epiphanies. Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings found a
meaning for her life and a literary voice at the

Angel of Drought
F

edge of Cross Creek, while Zora Neale
Hurston’s Janie Crawford came to recognize

Something with an augiut thirst has drawn

up the Hillsborough as through a straw.

the depth of her spirituality and love in Their

A tawny, tannic pickle

Eyes Were Watching God 1937 when storm
inches the empty riverbed.

surges from Lake Okeechobee during the 1928
hurricane threatened her new life. More

The cattails have gone brown and brittle,

recently, Connie May Fowler’s Sadie Hunter
finds herself connecting past and present as she
sails through the heart of the state in River of
Hidden Dreams 1994.

lily puds, under some dark spell,
are reduced to the size of dimes.
Something with the drive of life-force in reverse

as Bishop, Crane, and Stevens
found a bountiful spring of images
and experiences at water’s edge, our

I

has stolen away our lakelast night street dogs claimed

contemporary poets have contin
ued exploring every coast, tributary,

each shore and ran far as I might skip a stone

stream, and rivulet. Here six gifted

before their feet touched mud.

writers reveal how deeply and rich
ust
ly this tradition still inspires them and us.

Above all, however, writers find in nature
traces of our lives and our dreams, our hope,
and our fragility. If "A Confluence" of water
ways can knit individual lives together for Lola
Haskins, "meditation on snake creek" can quilt
the entire state’s history for Geoffrey Philp.

Andlcan walk across the mud,
but far rank puddles where frantic fish swim
F

and woodstork and spoonbill trail them
like desperate refugees.
Nature trots out such omens.

Peter Meinke finds inescapable lessons of life

Something with an itch far withered buds

and loss in "The Death of the Pilot Whales," as
does Gianna Russo in the "Angel of Drought."

and shriveled grass,

Dionisio Martinez suggests we may have
already passed east of Eden when he meditates
on the conflict between development and
nature in "East of Trouble Creek." And
Ricardo Pau-Llosa offers our most distinctive
body of water, the Everglades, as the perfect
mirror for ourselves and our world. N

some nemesis of typhoons,
enemy of hurricanes.
Every day its draining touch

I

draws closer to my door.

Gianna Russo
URICEJ. O’SULLIVAN is Chair and Kenneth Cu
Chair

of

Literature

at Stetson University.
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East of Trouble Creek

Try to picture the bottom. The depth of any body of water

is as dark as the length of the road to your house. I hear
voices along the highway, the sound of drowning, the
sound of pebbles or bodies meeting their own uncertain
shadows on the surface, then falling through.
2
My friend C. used to tell the story of a shopping center in
the suburbs and how they found a body floating on the
man-made lake before the little shops were built around it.
For a long time he wondered what this meant - what it
said about us, what effect it would have on the yeats to
come, on his growing children and the way they’d write
the history of our time.

3
They’re building a city just this side of Trouble Creek. The
city planners wondet what it means, what effect it will
have on our time and the history we’re writing acciden
tally.
Soon, you say, they’ll be tearing down the orange groves
on Rainbow Terrace. I imagine buildings going on forever,
the moon trying to rise a little higher each night, the light

from other cities along the horizon never reaching your
gate again.
So much for Rainbow Terrace.
4
Some nights I hear nothing but my engine on the way to
your house. I try to picture the bottom. For a moment ev
erything is clear. Then I think of C. standing by the lake.
But memories have a knack for invention: C. is telling the
story of the little shops that fell in the water, how the water
rejected them, how the little shops floated like unclaimed
bodies for days.

Buildings bring any two points closer to one another. The
last thing we need is the feeling that everything is within
reach. I want to spend the rest of my life on the highway,
running away from the drowned, trying to picture the bot
tom of something, the end of something.
I lean on your gate. I wait for the moon or a new building
to rise.

Dionisio D. Martinez
From History as a Second Language,
Ohio State University Press, 1992
34
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INGRIVE
rtists have

R

always been attracted to water.

Maybe it’s the magic of reflected light. Or
perhaps it’s the alchemical challenge of
trying to capture the essence of that

boundary between land and water,
between solid and liquid-the place
where opposites meet and mingle.

&

The Russian-Jewish artist Marc Chagall once
created a painting tided "Time Is A River
Without Banks "-an ebb and flow of blue/violet
ripples with hazy images of golden bridges and
clinging lovers that has the numinous clarity of a
suddenly remembered dream.
Like Chagall’s temporal flood, the St. Johns
River seems to flow more outward than onward.
Unrestrained by defined boundaries, it follows
the leisurely path of geologic time, inching
almost imperceptibly northward for 300 miles
from south of Melbourne to the port of
Jacksonville. Welaka, the Timucuan Indians
called it-a Chain of Lakes-a river unlike any
other. Artists have been drawn to this enigmatic
watery maze for centuries. Its banks are strewn
with memories-eroded mounds, crumbling
ruins, the ghosts of people and places that have
come and gone. The river remembers them all.
Mallory O’Connor
-

ItOO
St. Johns riverboats pro
vided the primary means

,t

John

,.RI’°

of transportation in
Florida in the late 19th
and early 20th centuries.

These hand-tinted post

cards above, with their
soft dreamy hues, pro
moted the exotic image
that lured early tourists
to the Sunshine State.

From the collection of

Don Dawson

"THIS ST. JOHNS BECOMES A RIVER OF
INFINITE POTENTIAL, A PlACE TO
INDULGE MYTHS, TO EVOKE SHARDS
OF TIMELESS MAGIC, TO SEARCH FOR
THE NATURAL REALITIES THAT ARE
SUBLIME INSTEAD OF MERELY VIRTU
AL AND SAFE. AFTER ALL THIS IS A
RIVER WHERE DREAMS HAVE BEEN
CHASED THROUGH THE EARLY

MORNING MIST FOR CENTURIES ON
THE PENINSUlA, FROM INSIDE THE
HEART-PINE WG DUGOUTS OF THE
EARLIEST PALEO-INDIANS TO THE

SLEEK POLYMER HULLS OF THE MOST
MODERN CANOEIST AND BOATER"
-

BILL BELLEVU.LE,

RIVER OF LiKES, AJOURNEY

ON FlORIDA’S ST. JOHNSRIVER

In 1955, a dragline operator on the St. Johns
pulled up a 6-foot-long pine log that was

carved in the form of an owl left.
Archaeologists determined that it was the
work of Indians who lived along the river
around A.D.1300. Courtesy of the Florida
Museum of Natural History
36 FORUM FLORIDAHUMANITIE5cOUNcIL
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MEANDERING

RIVER

This mileage meter
left aided countless
guests at a DeLand
motel as they planned
which highways and
byways they should
take to enjoy seth
delights as viewing
Silver Springs,
"Florida’s Underwater
Fairyland," from glassbottomed boats.

b

%

After a fire destroyed his Boston studio and most of his paintings. William Morris Hunt sought refuge at the retreat of his wealthy
friend John Murray Forbes on the St. Johns near Green Cove Springs. One of the most influential painters of the 19th century, Hunt
was captivated by the idyllic landscape and produced several paintings. including this one left done in 1874 near Magnolia.
Courtesy of Sam and Roberta Vickers Florida Collection
SUMMER 2002
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So little is known about jE. Baker credited with painting this watercolor, above that some folk art collectors wonder if he
existed. The common belief is that Baker lived in or near Titusville, painted during the late ‘lOs and ‘30s, and hung his paint
ings in a gas station in Mims Courtesy of Geoff Cook.

hese images of the St. Johns River
are part of a larger project that
combines the talents of
naturalist/author Bill Belleville, photog
rapher Gary Monroe, and art historian
Mallory McCane O’Connor. They have
joined forces to explore the visual, cul
tural, and natural history of Florida’s
only river designated as an American
Heritage. With the help of a grant
from the Florida Humanities Council,
they will collect pictorial images, popu
lar propaganda, naturalist observations,
and archaeological evidence to piece
together a comprehensive history of
what William Bartram described as
"the grand and noble San Juan," The
collaborators plan to publish a largeformat book, curate a traveling exhibit,
and develop an interactive website,

T

After an expedition to Florida with his father in 1764, the Quaker artist-natural
ist William Bartram returned to document the exotic plants and animals in the
St. Johns area, including this yellow bream above "faintly stained with vermil
ion ret..and all garnished with fiery blue, green, gold and silver specks?’
Courtesy of Muriel Bell
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Off and on for. - four hundred years
the region now called The Everglades"
was described as a series of vast, miasmic
swamps, poisonous lagoons, huge dismal
marshes without outlet, a rotting, shallow,
inland sea, or labyrinths of dark rices hung
and looped about with snakes and dripping
mosses, malignant with tropical fevers and
malarias, evil to the white man -Marjory Stonetnan Douglas,

1947

J

o the epic of tri-masted galleons

and European explores, when the
Spanish, English, and French coin
manded the western seas and set
out to conquer the so-called New
World, the Everglades remained a inyste
rious place. Indeed, to the white man, it
remained desolate. The indigenous peo
ple of the Glades thrived along the
fringes of Pa-hay-okee,
wkch means gtassy
water," hunting and gath
ering along trails they cut through ham
mocks and saw grass into the interior.

BY JACK
E DAVIS

But Spanish map makers knew nothing
of the region and inscribed across a
vacant outline of South Florida the
words, El Laguno del Espiritu Santo, The
Lagoon of the Sacred 5pirit. Pedro

Menendez de Avilés, the first white man
to explore South Florida with purpose,
was not so complimentary. He assessed it
as very poor land, subject to inunda
tion-" The Spanish valued the New
World for its commodities: gold, silver,
and, in the case of Menende:, mar
ketable staple crops. But the Everglades
had only water-ó,200 square miles of it.
It would not become an agricultural
empire for another 400 years, after tech
nology was capable of turning water into
land. By the early 20th century, enter
prising capitalists had begun reaping
dividends from what lay "under the
bondage of inundation," a rich peaty
muck that yielded "good, big healthy"
fruits and vegetables, and the sweetest
though most controversial product of
all, sugar cane.
How one viewed the water of the
Everglades, as something to master or to
40 FORUM FLORIDA
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From ‘Nuisance
to Treasure
Strife, Beauty Haunt the Everglades
leave wild and free-moving, depended
on what one did, where and when one
lived, and how one saw the world. At
the same time that tomatoes were grow
ing fat and sugar cane tall, naturalists,
conservationists, and scientists were
attaching a life-generating importance
to wetlands. And there was none so
unique and so expansive as the
Everglades. Then in 1947, author
Marjory Stoneman Douglas complicated

SUMMER 2002

matters even more when she revealed to
the world in her first hook that the
swamp at the bottom of the Florida
peninsula was no swamp at all, hut a dis
creetly unassuming river that flowed

with quiet determination and bountiful
life.
Swamps have historically evoked a

different meaning in the AngloAmerican cultural imagination than
have rivers. In Western tradition, dark,

"Tamiami Trail Il" by Clyde Butcher

tall scythes of toothed saw grass and the
poison tree call manchineel, the treach
erous muck pools and jagged solution
holes in the skeletal limestone, the
insect swarms which could drive lost
generations to insanity. - .the thick water
moccasins, opening their cotton mouths

like deadly blossoms, and the coral
snakes and diamondhacks on the high

ground."
The realities of human nattmre, how
ever, are such that the very thing that
repulsed also attracted. In 1847, the
U.S. Senate comumissioned Buckingham
Smith to conduct a "reconnaissance" of

the Everglades. Describing the water as
surprisingly "pure and limpid," Smith
reported to his solicitors that "a person
of romantic imagination" would likely

discover something in the "Ever Glades"
that "indulges his fancies." Bitt "a man
of practical, utilitarian turn 0f thought"
would he struck first by its "utter worth
lessness to civilized man" emphasis his.
Smith’s recommendation for the uncivi
lized swamp could be summed up in one

word: drainage.
Although Smith was a lawyer by

miasmic waters masked "a thousand hor
rors"; they were the locus of evil things

and evil doings. Before Douglas rede
fined the Everglades, it was abhorred for
what it was perceived to he, an inhos
pitable place crawling with poisonous
snakes and, according to one 19th-cen
tury account, alligators "so thick yomm
can walk across on their heads." The
grassy water was all hut impenetrable,
therefore unknowable, and ultimately

thought worthless. Treachery surely
lurked within.
The U.S. military believed as much
when, during the Third Seminole War
in the l850s, its astute quarry retreated
into the "natural fortress." In his
Everglades fable Lost Man’s River, Peter
Matthiessen constructs a vivid image of
the Seminole’s interior refuge: "Of the
half-hidden dangers which in the nine
teenth century sapped the spirit of the
U.S. Army.. .what remained were the

profession and a scientist by sport, his
report influenced public policy that per
sisted until recent years, policy that
treated water as an over-abundant
resource, a veritable nuisance. The reali
ty that the Everglades was a living sanc
tuary bestowing the consecrated necessi
ties of life-water, food, and shelter-to
an extraordinary array of wildlife failed
to register any significance with policymakers sworn to commercial interests.
That nonhuman species of the world
had patiently adapted to and depended
on the region’s two essential seasons,
rainy and dry, mattered to hut a few.
Those few were drawn to the
Everglades for what it was as a watery
mass and not for what it might become.
Some of the country’s most important

naturalists and ornithologists flocked to
South Florida’s "region 0f mystery" in
the early 20th century in the hope of
finding a place that was, in the words of
botanist John Kunkel Small, "unspoiled
yet by the white man." Smnall and his
like-minded colleagues were ultrasensi
tive to the environmental consequences

of drainage. They reserved their deepest
lament for the stilt-legged seahirdsherons, egrets, ihises, wood storks,

spoonhills, and flamingoes-which
drainage and plume hunting had
reduced from literally millions to mere
thousands. The flamingo had disap
peared completely. Too few people
appreciated the value of the birds’
industry, how day after day they lived

and worked in the integrated ecofactory
beside reptiles, fish, and terrestrial mam
inals producing the widgets of a bal
anced and self-sustaining community.
But in the tradition of the original
countryman-the independent farmerthe human species sought instead the
products of the soil. Land, not water,
had been the source of American liberty
and, to he sure, economic potential.
Buckingham Smith’s Everglades report
proposed adding a million arabic acres
to the existing national inventory.
Hamilton Disston, a rich Philadelphian
who bought those million acres and
more in 1881, executed the first
attempts at drainage, failed to turn a

profit, and then shot himself.
One of the men destined to resur
rect Disston’s initiative was Governor

Napoleon Bonaparte Broward
1905-1909. The former tugboat cap
tain most likely loved water, hut he
believed that it had its proper place in
civilized society. Water was to flow in
rivers and canals as avenues of trans
portation and in ditches as irrigation for
crops. The steam-powered dredge gave
him the technology to direct the liquid
prairie down a maze of canals to where
he wanted, which was to the ocean.
"Water," he was fond of saying, "will run
downhill."
But would it? The so-called
Broward era is forever tainted ftr having
fostered the deceit of selling "land by
the gallon." To pay for the reclamation

project, both the state and hucksterish
swamp salesmen pawned off hundreds of
thousands of acres of submerged land
that never surfaced to meet the plow.

Broward and others had overplayed
their hand against nature.
Then the Army Corps of Engineers
stepped in with reinforcements. The
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PINELLASREAD’TOFOCUS
ON BLOODY GLADES LEGEND

H

e’s traveled to Nepal and Siberia, the
Cayman Islands and Ceylon, Antarctica
and the Amazon jungles, but the place
to which Peter Matthiessen returns again and
again is the Florida Everglades. The author and
naturalist calls it "the last true frontier in the 48
states." He wrote chapters on it in Wildlife in
America 1959 and Indian Country 1984 before
he developed a trilogy based on an Everglades
legend about "Bloody Ed Watson."
Matthiessen was just 8 when his father, an
architect and a trustee of the Audubon Societc
fIrst introduced him to the swampy southern
wilderness. Like many young boys, he was initial
ly intrigued by the alligators, exotic fish, bugs,

birds, and snakes. As he grew older, the native
New Yorker came to know and respect the peo
ple of the region as well. He especially liked to
listen to them talk about their pioneer past.
While still a teenager, he heard the legend of
Watson, a successful sugar cane farmer and
model family man who killed anyone who got in
his way. It was a story Matthiessen never forgot.
In I990-rnore than four decades, 20
books, and countless transcontinental trips
later-Matthiessen published Killing Mister
Watson, his "re-imagination" of the notorious

man’s life. Based largely on oral histories from
descendants and spotty public records, it is pre

sented as a novel rather than a biography. The
author avoids taking a side on Watson’s guilt or

innocence as a murderer, allowing 10 contempo
raries to tell their versions of the events instead.
What he does not hide is his distaste for the
plans of Watson and others to disturb the
Everglades. He continues the story of "Bloody
Ed Watson" in two sequels-Lost Man’s River

1997 and Bone By Bone 1999.
The Pinellas County Public Library
Cooperative is now hoping its patrons will be
just as fascinated with the "bad
man of Chokoloskee." The
cooperative has selected Killing
Mister Watson for its first com
munity-wide read. The criteria
used for selecting Matthiessen’s

I. *

j!

the subjugation of nature, in particular
water, and had been poking around in

the Everglades since the 19th century
fur something to do. That something
came with a string of now-legendary
hurricanes from 1926 to 1947, which

unleashed killing floods. If unmanaged
water threatened progress of the

Broward kind, water completely out of
control threatened civilization itself, in
the name of flood control, and with the
well wishing of waterlogged citizens, the
Corps set out to dam, dike, channel,
and drain with the determination of a
landing force striving to overwhelm its
enemy. It made no difference that
Douglas had just published her seminal
work The Everglades: River of Grass and

that President Truman dedicated
Everglades National Park in the first
such honor for a wetland. Corps engi
neers, whom Douglas would one day
describe as frustrated men whose moth
ers had quashed their childhood fetish
for playing in the mud, exercised their
will in an Everglades replumbing project
that surpassed in expense and mindboggling complexity all others like it,

and that finally fulfilled the commercial
dreams of Disston and Broward.
The Everglades was no longer a
fetid swamp by definition, but neither
could it qualify as a free-flowing river. It
became a managed environment. The
Corps’ master project allowed
all the water of the
Everglades to come under the
control of the South Florida
Water Management District
The spoils did not stop
there. The sum of 500,000
acres of freshly drained land

ject, discuss-ability conversa
tion points, and Florida element

and an unlimited supply of
water went to private agricul
tural interests, mostly sugar

setting or author. The project
begins with a party at Heritage

cane. As if to mock the

Village in Largo on September
Matthiessen

22 and culminates with an
appearance by Matthiessen himself at the St.

Petersburg Times Festival of Reading at Eckerd
College on November 3. The county’s libraries

scheduling book discussions during the
month of October More information may be
are

obtained at the PPLC office at 441-8408 or at its

website at www.pinpublibcoop.org.
Roberta Whipple

-

Corps had long before institutionalized

SFWMD.

bestseller were accessibility inprint and available in a variety of
formats, including Talking Book,
potentiaJ appeal gripping sub

-

r-: R

meaning and purpose of

nature protection, the Everglades
Agricultural Area EAA was con
structed, like a dam, between Everglades
National Park and its principal water
source, Lake Okeechobee. During a

four-year drought in the 1960s,
SFWMD released no water to the park

and yet the EAA never wanted, even
while the Corps sent billions of gallons
down its canals to the Atlantic.

p

eople began to notice. There
was too much water in South
Florida, and yet not enough.
At a time in the l960s and

1970s when citizens’ groups
across the country were organizing to

protect the environment, Douglas and
others created a coalition organization,
WATER!, to ensure that bureaucrats
protected the lifeblood of the
Everglades and the needs of the South
Florida population.
Douglas’ most vigorous ally was
Arthur Marshal, the principal founder
of WATER and a University of Miami
ecologist. Marshall advanced his "rain

machine" thesis, which attributed
South Florida’s extraordinary droughts

and microclimatic changes to decreased
evaporation resulting from wetlands
drainage and concreted urban sprawl.
His thesis carried the authority of sci
ence, yet it did not represent an alto
gether new observation. In 1906, Frank
Stoneman, Douglas’ father and founding
editor of the Miami Herald, charged that
draining a body of water the size of the
Everglades would bring drought and
cooler winter weather. The argument
failed to catch on, although his natural
ist contemporaries speculated that the
region was "being drained.. .to such an
extent that it will soon become a

desert."
Such worries finally registered with
policymakers late in the century. The
old water- abatement attitudes of swamp
days became impracticable in an era
when South Florida was being inundat
ed by a new source, people. In 1979, the
Environmental Protection Agency
declared the Biscayne Aquifer, which is

"Skillet Strand" by Clyde Butcher

recharged by the Everglades, as the sole
drinking-water source for thirsty South
Floridians 6 million today. An onrush
of protective legislation for this valued
natural resource followed before
Congress in 2000 passed the unprece

dented $7.8-billion Everglades
Restoration Act, which is designed to
reconstruct a hydrology that will better
benefit nature. Upbeat observers say the
extraordinary expenditure reaffirms the
Everglades’ status as a national treasure
and represents a new national commit
ment to wetlands protection.
If the Everglades is a national treas
ure, it is a politicized one. Gubernatorial

and presidential candidates, donning
wilderness wear, now visit the River of
Grass to certify their environmental
sensibilities. Yet environmentalists
remain skeptical, pointing out that the
Restoration Act leaves the EAA intact

and protects agribusiness’ habit of con
suming and polluting water.
A century and a half ago, Florida
was half wet, a virtual swamp itself, and
South Florida even more so. The state
hurriedly fell in lockstep with the rest of

the nation, which has drained or filled
53 percent of its wetlands. And the
swamp that would be a river runs today
at half its original capacity. However
genuine, the nation’s relatively recent
commitnmnt to wetlands first required

that the swamp be redefined as a river
and that the river he wrested under con
trol. From natural nuisance to natural
resource to national treasure, water in

the Everglades has flowed along a cir
cuitous course and continues on toward
an uncertain destination.
JACK E. DAVIS, an associate professor of
history at the University of Alabama at
Birmingham, is currently writing a biog’ra
phy of Ma,jory Stoneman Douglas.
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Fishermen
Drawn to
the Spirit
of the Sea
It’s hard to make a living
after the net ban, but they
still seek the ‘wide open.’
By Michelle Zacks

I

t is a proud look of focus and deter

directed knowingly
toward the sea. Rhonda Dooley calls
it "the classic fishermen’s gaze." She
mination

points it out in a photograph of her son
who, along with her husband, is a coin
mercial fisherman. The photo is one of
many on her "mullet wall," a living-room
display of pictures surrounding a plaque
inscribed with a quote from the German
poet Goethe: "It’s not doing the things
we like to do, hut liking the things we
have to do that makes life blessed."
Dooley explains that this phrase sums up
the inextricable connection her husband
Mike and her son Shane have with the
water; "I feel they have to do what
they’re doing. I think they are so drawn
into it that the sea is their home. My hus
band tried to take a land job after the net
ban, hut he couldn’t get very far. He was
drawn hack to the water. So I think it’s
something they really have to do.
They’re compelled there, and you’re not
going to take it out of them."
The Dooleys live on Pine Island, the
largest of Florida’s west coast barrier
islands, accessible by causeway from Fort
Myers. A mangrove-fringed, iS-milelong finger of land, Pine Island is home
44
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Mike and Shane Dooley set out for another

day on the

to a number of people associated with the
commercial fishing industry. Many of
them echo Dooley’s sentiments.
Steve Levy, a former gill-net fisher
man on Pine Island, still goes fishing
whenever he is able. He says the sea has
long been a place of tranquillity and free
dom for him. "When you’re out there on
the boat," he says, "you’re with nature; it
surrounds you. You become entwined in it
and it kind of grows on you. It just does
something to the spirit about me. It’s like
asking a horse, would you rather be penned

SUMMER 2002

job.

up, or he out yonder running on the wide
open? When I’m out there on the water,
it’s like being on the wide open."
No longer making a living as a com

mercial fisherman, Levy left the industry
after Floridians voted in 1994 to limit
marine net fishing in state waters. Many
fishermen throughout the state are
adapting to the restrictions by using
legally permitted equipment. As they
struggle with these limited gears, com
mercial fishermen remain committed to

their water-dependent lifestyles.

Sometimes this commitment to the
sea takes on an almost mystical quality.

tion of the now-banned, gill-netting

of a glass 0f wine. As they steer their boat

techniques, Holloway illustrates how the

Having fished and crabbed alongside her
husband Ftank for the past 20 years, Pine
Islander Denise Reppa explains her voca
tion as a fisher-woman this way: "I think
that the water calls each and every one
by name. She calls everybody. The things

mind and spirit of a serious fisherman are
engaged in a cyclical process of inspec
tion and analysis: "We go and listen for
fish feeding, and you had to know which

through the shallow, tea-colored water of
a mangrove creek, Mike and Shane
Dooley call out to each other over the

we see every day: bald eagles, manatees,

dolphins. To watch the sun rise in the
morning, to watch the sun go down. To
lie in a boat riding across the hay at night
and see billions of stars, see the pompano
skipping, and htige sharks. I have a
peace with the water." Reppa says she

fish made which sound so you know
which ones to catch. You ride along
when the phosphorus is firing real good
at night, and there’s thousands of differ
ent kinds of fish running around there in

thrum of the outboard motor when they
spot a blue crab, a redfish, or, of course, a

pod of the mullet they are looking to
catch. We watch an osprey, disturbed
from its roost by our passing, land on a
nearby roof. While I’m pleased merely to
he able to see clearly that the osprey is
gripping a fish in its claws, Shane Dooley
points out that, by the way, the partially
eaten fish is a trout.
On another day, out on the boat

believes everyone is called by the
water-which she views as a female
spirit-but that not everyone is able

with Pine Island stone crabber and
fisherman Steve Long, our conversa
tion is punctuated with his decipher

to answer that call. She feels a great

ing of a sea surface that, to me, is vir
tually
opaque.
Between
teeth
clenched on the lead line of his cast
net, he mutters, "There goes some, way
out there." He continues our discussion,
explaining to me why he has several dif
ferent small boats among which he shifts
depending on what he intends to target,
in which habitat, and with what gear:
"One boat’s set up for one way-there
goes some snook-of making a living on
the water, and another boat’ll be set up
for another way." I have the feeling that,
were he to he removed from this envi
ronment, Long and most of these other
lifelong fishermen would shrivel up the
way a sea anemone loses substance and
structure when yanked out of its saline
world.
From the point of view of commer
cial fishing folk in Florida, their depend
ence on the sea as workspace differs sig
nificantly from the recreational relation
ships experienced by hundreds of thou
sands of people in the state. Levy
describes the contrast between leisurecentered and work-centered views of the
sea: "They look at the water like a kid
looks at a playground or a sandbox:
We’re going to have fun, we’re going to
enjoy ourselves. We don’t look at it like a
playground. For us, that’s sacred ground.
It’s sacred." I

deal of dignity in being among the
people who receive their identities
from the sea, she says.
Some of this pride comes from being
in the role of food producer and caretak
er of the sea, the fishermen say. People

who are engaged in commercial fishing
for the long haul tend to see themselves
as being engaged in responsible partner
ships with the waterways they frequent.

As Mike Dooley puts it, "People don’t
realize that the commercial fishermen are
environmentalists also. We’re protecting
our future because we know we have to
depend on it to survive."
Their pride also stems from the cul

tural heritage within the commercial
fishing industry. The fishing life some
times goes back for generations. "My
father, my grandfather, all my uncles, all
my cousins, everybody I know in my fam
ily fished," comments Danny Holloway,
the manager of the Lee County
Fishermen’s Co-op on Pine Island. "I’m a
fisherman and I’m very proud of that. My
whole life has been here on the water.
There ain’t nowhere out there I ain’t
waded across."

Some professional fishermen are out
on the water almost every day for several
decades over the course of their lives,
allowing them to build up extensive
banks of knowledge. It is their ability to
observe and comprehend the behaviors
of marine organisms that makes them
good at the job of catching seafood effi

ciently and responsibly. In his explana

"To lie in a boat riding

across the bay at night
and see billions of stars,

see the pompano skip
ping, and huge sharks.
I have a peace with
the water."
the water. And you’re looking for what
ever kind of fish you’re looking for, mack
erel, or ladyfish, or pompano, or jack fish,
mullet, whatever. And you got to know
what each one does. And after a while,
you’ll figure it out. After a while."
TO accompany experienced fisher
men out on a boat is to he impressed by
how familiar and specific the marine
environment is to them. By sound, sight,
and years of experience, they read the
habitats and inhabitants of the water
ways in the same manner a sommelier
uses aroma and taste to read the origins

MICHELLE ZACKS is studying the culture of
commercial fishing in Pine Island to create
an oral history arid radio documentary proj
ect, funded by Fl-IC.
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Rethinking Our Place in Nature
Our old, human-centered woridview may no longer be viable
Rivers arid inhabitants of the watry
Element were made for wise men to con
template, and fools to pass by without con
sideration.
-

Izaak Walton, 1653

zaak Walton’s The Compleat Angler is
a delightful paean to the "world the
river is." Ostensibly a sportsman’s
guide, the hook abounds in exquisite

I

descriptions of fish, their habits, and
their homes, all along praising the avo
cation of angling for its soul-soothing
effects. Three and a half cen
R0JL.
Cooper

tunes later, however,
Floridians may wonder

whether experiences like
Walton’s remain possible. We may never
again encounter crisply glistening water
whose banks or dunes are not adorned
with condos, whose frog croaks and cor
morant calls are not drowned out by jet
skis and airhoats.
Some might argue that, despite his
undoubted reverence for wilderness,
Walton exemplifies the very attitude
that has led us to the brink of environ
mental disaster; that nature is here for
the pleasure of humans. We tend to
think of ourselves as privileged beings
apart from nature and even divinely
given "dominion" over it to use as we

please. Some environmentalists urge
that we overcome this human-centered
view by which we justify our exploita
tion of nature and instead think of our
selves as just one species among all oth
ers in an interconnected community. If
we are serious about potable ground
water, unmolested estuaries whose fish
are fit to ear, and white, sandy beaches,
we can have them, hut not by feeble
attempts to mend the symptoms. Only
by treating the underlying cause-the
way we think about our place in the
natural world-will we make a real dif

ference.
46
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Headwaters: Finding a Source
Rethinking our place in nature
requires an examination of our most
cherished moral principles. For cen
turies, philosophers have developed the
ories for critiquing and justifying those
principles and for helping us answer fun
damental ethical questions like these:
What makes an action right or wrong?
Are there actions we must perform
regardless of their consequences? Should
we always try to do the greatest good for
the greatest number, or are there things

called rights by which individuals some
times count for more than the group? Is

SUMMER 2002

morality determined solely by social
agreement, or is there some firmer
grounding? What moral duties do we
have, and to whom or what do we
owe them?

Although ethics is a rich philosoph
ical field sporting abundant treatments
of such questions, environmentally con
cerned philosophers have complained
that traditional ethical theories all share
a common weakness. The central con

cepts of these theories-rights, duties,
interests-make sense when applied to
us, but this language breaks down when
applied to nonhumans. Do redfish have
rights? Do cypresses have interests? Can

manarees be part of our social agreement?

Undercurrents: Coursing
from Anthropocentrism

r

We have

Hundreds of Books on
Florida Wildlife, Natureand

Recreational Opportunities
*-I

Traditional moral models have
varying track records in regards to dis
lodging us from our human-centeredness or anthropocentrism. People who
tend to think that morality is a sort of
contract by which we agree to recipro
cal behavior have a tough time accom
modating nonhumans. They might sug
gest that although snook cannot agree
to abide by a social contract that
secures their moral standing, we "sign
ers" of the contract can grant them a
secondary status as long as we like
them. Those who argue that our central
moral principle should be to do what is
in the interests of all concerned can
move toward a life-centered or biocen

tric approach by arguing that nonhu
man animals have interests, too. Osprey
can feel pain and so at least have a seri
ous moral interest in not suffering.
If your ethical theory holds that
people deserve moral respect because
they have some inherent moral worth,
you may be even more successful in
advancing a biocentric approach by
arguing that nonhumans are, morally
speaking, persons as well. The features
that make humans special-reason,
emotions, language-can be found, you
might argue, in many nonhumans as
well. You may even recommend
expanding our notion of moral personhood to apply to all living things, shift
ing from a "respect-for-persons" ethics
to one of "respect-for-nature."
Critics charge that, at best, these
applications of ethical theory towards
biocentrism may allow other living
things into the club of the morally priv
ileged, hut they offer little guidance in
navigating through consideration of
non-living things. Does a body of water
have any of those qualities that confer
moral standing or rights? If not, does it
have only instrumental value for us;
that is, can we use it as we see fit? If so,
what criteria determine who uses it?
What limits do we place on ownership
of water? Should we oppose a private

Call

for a free

catalog

1 -800-869-6609

or visit our website
www.floridabooks.com

company’s bottling the crystal water
gushing up from Silver Springs? It pro
duces hundreds of thousands of gallons a
day. What’s the problem?

Crosscurrents: Coursing
Towards Holism
Some philosophers question
whether we can properly consider the
moral status of anything, living or nonliving, apart from its relationships to
other members of its environmental
community. While the biocentrist rec
ognizes Homo sapiens as just one species
among many, the
environmen
talist says that our treatment of the nat
ural world should be based, not on the
benefit of the individual creatures with
in it, but on the well-being of the entire
ecosystem in which those individuals
are components. The land ethic, as
described by famed naturalist Aldo
Leopold, stresses the delicately intercon
nected relationships among the soil,
water, air, plants, etc., within an ecosys
tem and cautions against any tampering
that may upset its natural equilibrium.
Leopold wrote, "A thing is right when it
tends to preserve the integrity, stability,
and beauty of the hioric community. It
is wrong when it tends otherwise." By
this view, an ecosystem is analogous to a
living organism, with the entire system
itself the object of moral consideration.
The value of any member of that organ
ic community-a clump of water
hyacinth, a mullet, a creek-is its con
tribution to the healthy functioning of
the whole.
An obstruction to holistic thinking

is our deeply ingrained faith in progress.
Postmodemist thinkers make this point
in criticizing our conceptions of science
and technology. In the modern post16th-century view, science is in the
business of studying nature so that we
may master it through technological
advances that aid our effort to create a
perfect world. As long as we consider
nature something "out there" to he con
quered by science and technology, we
shall never see ourselves as essentially
connected to our environments.
Similarly, ecofeminists charge that
exploitation of nature is exactly what
4$ FORUM
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we should expect from male-dominated
societies with their competitive, usagainst-them woi-ldviews. Adopting the
holistic stance, posrmodernists and
ecofeminists say, requires no less than
rethinking the very foundations of
Western culture.
Most discussions of our water issues
indeed are framed within an anthro
pocentric worldview. Offshore oil
drilling is often challenged on the
grounds of possible damage to our coast
lines, which in tum would threaten
tourism. A few will speak up for the sake

Living on a peninsula with
abundant bays, rivers, and
lakes, we Floridians should
set the standard for the
nation in thinking deeply
about our relation to water.
of sea creatures, but how many will
argue that the well-being of the inter
connected web of systems that we call
the Oulf of Mexico is itself of moral
concern? If fresh water is pumped from
the aquifer in Marion County to quench
thirsts in over-populated Pinellas, you
can her that my neighbors will protest
that we Marion residents own that
water. But will anyone worry that the
larger underground world itself might
have a right not to be drained?
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Alluvion
Living on a peninsula with abun
dant bays, rivers, and lakes, we Floridians
should set the standard for the nation in
thinking deeply about our relation to
water. I agree with those who say that
prudent conservation of water and
other natural forms so that we have
enough resources for the future is not
enough. Preserving wetlands because we
think they are pretty and perhaps even
because we enjoy a quasi-religious expe
rience in them may he better but does
not go far enough either. We must
change how we think of water, not just
how we use it. This will, of course,
amount to a change in how we think of
ourselves. Our old morality and worldview may no longer be viable in the ZIst
century; we must reexamine, redefine,
resituate ourselves. We must come to
understand that we do not live in our
environment-we live our environment.
We do not just drink, wash with, sail on,
and swim in water-we live water.
I tend to think that our traditional,
non-holistic worldview is what created
our environmental problems in the first
place. If all along we had considered our
actions’ wide-ranging ripples throughout
Florida’s overlapping ecosystems, would
we now have to worry about high levels
of mercury and agricultural waste in the
Everglades? If we were in the habit of
seeing ourselves as just one sort of mem
bership within our environmental corn
munity, would the possibility of desali
nation plants and their necessity to
dump concentrated salt water into other
bodies of water ever even arise?
Imagine how different the debate over a
trans-Florida canal would sound if our
basic moral principle were Leopold’s
prescription "to preserve the integrity,
stability, and beauty" of natural Florida.
But whatever ethical theory governs our
thought, whether our worldview is anthro
çocentrism, hiocentrism, or holism, we must
agree with Izaak Walton that when it comes
to springs, creeks, bays, and beaches, we
would be "fools to pass by without considera

tion."
RON L. COOPER is an associate professor of
philosophy in the Division of Humanities
and Social Sciences at Central Florida
Community College.
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gnarly old keeper of the Everglades,

famous the world over for her huge hats
and her unwillingness to give in to
developers, poachers, or politicians. One
recalls Queen Elizabeth, on a visit to the
United States in the early l990s,
instructing her royal airplane to land in
Miami, so that the Queen of England
could meet the Queen of the
Everglades.
Jack Davis has carved out Marjory
Stoneman Douglas in bas-relief in his
creative editing of three years of her
hard-wrought column at the Miami
Herald 1920-23. Although Davis
acknowledges that Douglas herself once
called her column, The Galley, a "barge
of bunkum," he sets out to glean from a
thousand daily columns the bits and
pieces in which he finds "historical sig
nificance, poignancy, wittiness, and
provocativeness." One can only imagine
what Douglas herself would say to hav
ing her drudgery as a "Galley Slave"

no longer be the voice of these "poems
and ponderings." And that is their true
ii 4ic of

poignancy and value-to allow us a
glimpse of Marjory Stoneman Douglas
before her world broke apart.
That same year also brought the
other Marjorie to a cataclysm in her life.

MARJORY

TONEMAN

Reviewed by Betty Jean Steinshouer
hook is one’s own cremat
ed youth," Willa Cather
once said. Two new books
allow the patient reader to inspect the
ashes of Marjory Stoneman Douglas’
youth as a budding journalist and
Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings’ misery
before she found Florida. Both
"Marjories" are planted firmly in the
1920s in these highly edited glimpses of
their spent youth.
The Wide Brim contains the early
musings, both caustic and clever, of the
young woman who would become the

Pic’ a] a and I

F

mended that she leave the newspaper"
in July of 1923, he does not tell us that
she went on to suffer a complete physi
cal and emotional breakdown. The
Galley would be her last light-hearted
writings. When she resumed writing for
publication four years later, hers would

The death in 1923 of Ida Traphagen

DOUGLAS
EJs.I I.,J,L C. D,,i,

reprised for its cleverness and its possi
ble relevance to a world of sound bites
and excerpts. She would no doubt
remind us that "this here colyum" might
as well have been called "Jokes and
Worse," or "The Hell Box," except that
her father, who owned the Miami Herald
at the time, insisted that she try to give
her daily musings a dignified name.
Even if she wrote most of it with tongue
firmly planted in cheek, Davis beckons
us to take his gleanings seriously, arrang
ing them in chapters with descriptive
titles such as "Nature Lover," "Woman,"
"Intellectual," and so on. He leaves sev
eral of her poems intact. Douglas was so
admired for her poetry that her readers
nominated her for Poet Laureate of
Florida even though the state had no
such animal then. Although her best
poems were not written until she was
older, The Galley was much enriched by
the poetry Douglas would ofren charac
teristically classify as pure doggerel.
The Wide Brim will be a beloved
addition to the Florida bookshelf, espe
cially if one knows the reality that Davis
only hints at in his epilogue: that these

are the last writings of Marjory
Stoneman Douglas before she suffered
the same fate as her mother. When
Davis notes that "her doctor recom

Kinnan, the much-loathed mother of
Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings, opened the
fledgling writer to several years of
searching struggle and loneliness.
Unhappily married to Charles Rawlings
and longing for the farm, the "place of
enchantment" her father had lovingly
tended and her mother had brazenly
sold to the highest bidder, Rawlings
could never have been happy in any of
the places she tried to live with her first

husband. They tried Louisville, they
tried Rochester, they tried New York
City. Not until they came to Island
Grove, Florida, in 1928, to visit Wray
Rawlings, Charles’ brother who was
working there, did Marjorie Kinnan
Rawlings glimpse the land of hamaca
and cabbage palm, the boon of her exis

tence and her literary fortunes.
The devoted reader of Rawlings will
want to find a copy of her final and

still out-of-print novel, The Sojourner,
to read along with Blood of My Blood, for
the books are about the same family.
Although they have nothing to do with
Florida, Cross Creek made both volumes
possible. Without the Florida interior
Rawlings recognized at once as her
ancient home, she could not have writ
ten either book. In fact, she wrote Blood
of My Blood in the very year that she
and Charles Rawlings moved to the run
down farm and citrus grove that she

purchased sight unseen with the
money from her share of her mother’s
sale of the family farm. Much of the
book was probably written at Cross
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Creek, which may be why it ended as
well as it did. Its author had come full
circle, back to her lost happiness of land
and magnolia.
Blood of M Blood is as hateful as
anything a child has ever written about
a parent, for 167 of its 170 pages. Ida
Traphagen was clearly her daughter’s
prototype for any had mother or wife
she ever wrote about, including Ma
Baxter in The Yearling. But by the time
she wrote The Sojourner, 20 years
removed, she understood the generation
her mother had sprung from, and all the
reasons why beauty of nature and spirit
were anathema to a woman constantly
striving for security and position.
Blood of My Blood sat in Julia
Scrihner Bigharn’s attic for well over 30
years before a graduate student at the
University of South Carolina was put in
charge 0f editing it, through a fluke of
fortune that kept the manuscript tied up

editor ot tcawiings most winning works
published by Scribners, might have
made something different of both it and
The Sojourner, had he lived to edit
either volume. As it is, we can he glad
to have a fuller autobiography of
Rawlings than has ever been possible
before. She told more about herself and
her famous "cosmic despair" in this
short volume than we could begin to
read between the lines of any of her
other work. In spite of all the bitterness
contained in Blood of My Blood, there is
beauty at the end. And beauty is where
Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings both left off
and began.
JEAN STEINSHOUER has portrayed
Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings on the
BETTY

in court hattles for the last decade of
Norton Baskin’s life. Baskin was

Rawlings’ second husband and he did
not want the hook edited, if it ever saw
print at all. Max Perkins, the venerable

Chautauqua circuit since 1991 and is cur
rently completing a volume of literary lore
that contains chapters on both Douglas and
Rawlings.
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It’s easier than you may think,
and more fun, so don’t wait
another day to transform your
thirsty yard into a beautiful,
water-thrifty garden.
You can do it painlessly
within the constraints of your
time and financial budgets,
creating a more attractive,
enjoyable landscape in the
process.
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XERISCAPING FOR FLORIDA HOMES, by Monica Moran Brandies,
addresses the special problems faced by Florida gardeners.
It explains how to use the seven basic xeriscape principles
successfully, how to plan your landscape, how to collect and
reuse water, and how to make the most of the water you use

inside and outside the home. 35-page plant selection guide.

New Uork imes
COMPANY FOUNDATION THROUGH

at 1aiuriiui& un
r

Size 8" x 11", 184-page illustrated paperback, $18.95
Available from your local bookseller
Call 1-800-8696609 for locations
or visit our website: www.floridabooks.com

*tlietersburg
tam pabay.cam

Sponsor since 1997
We would also like to thank thefollowing
educati on foundations and school districts
for their support
Alachua County Public Schools Foundation
Baker Education Foundation
Brevard Schools Foundation
Broward County School Distiict
Browatd Education Foundation

Columbia Public Schools Foundation
DeSoto County School District
Escambia County School District
Escambia Foundation for Excellence
Hilisborough Education Foundation
Leon County Public Schools Foundation
Lake County Education Foundation
Pinellas County Education Foundation
Polk Education Foundation
Public Education Foundation ot Marion County

We’re Preserving Water
From The Ground Up.
We won’t get technical here.
florida Water operates in more
than 120 florida communities in
twenty-seven counties.
We make water from Florida’s
aquifer safe and usable before
sending it through our pipelines to
over half a million Floridians.

As the State’s largest investorowned water and wastewater com
pany, we’re doing everything we
can to provide a fresh supply of
water today.
And tomorrow.

FIorida
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WHEN WE REVIEW
GOALS FOR THE NEXT
QUARTER,
WE MEAN THE NEXT
QUARTER CENTURY.
Relations hips That Span Generations.

At Bessemer, generational planning is

an integral part of our commitment to clients and their families.
Our private ownership and single focus assure a continuity of service not
found today in other financial institutions.
For 95 years, we have successfully managed the assets of America’s wealthi
est families through several wars, every type of market and economic cycle, and
a maze of changing tax and estate laws.

if you have $10 million or more to invest and would like to learn more about Bessemer and
GLEDE

To

receive a copy of "A Guide to Investingfor the Wealthy," please write or call.

INVFSI1N.
L

Russell W O’Brien or Michael Okun, 561 655-4030
222 Royal Palm Way, Palm Beach, Florida 33480

Bessemer Trust
ENHANCtNG

PRtvATE

WEALTH

FOR

GENERATtON5

Offices in New York, Palm Beach, Miami, Naples, Washington, DC, Woodbridge, NJ, Atlanta
Los Angeles, 5an Francisco, Menlo Park, Chicago, Dallas, London, Grand Cayman
obrien@bessemerconi

.

okun@bessemer.com

‘

wwwhessemer.com

